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FH samputerScience Unit 1:
IntroductiontoProgramm)

Unit Introduction —
Computers have become an important part of our daily lives. They can help us to
solve several problems ranging from complex mathematical problems and

searching on the internet to controlling and operating satellites and rocket
launchers. In reality, computers are not very smart on their own. In order to
perform all the tasks, they have to be fed a series of instructions by humans which
tell them how to behave and perform when faced with a particular type of

problem. These series of instructions are known as a computer program o,
software, and the process of feeding or storing these instructions in the

computer is known as computerprogramming. Theperson who knows how to
write a computer program correctly is known as a programmer.
Computers cannot understand English, Urdu or any other common language
that humans use for interacting with eachother. They have their own special
languages, designedby computer scientists:: Programmers write computer
Programs in these special languages calledprogramming languages. Java, C,
C++, C#, Python are some ofthe most commonly used programming languages.
In this book, we are using C language to write computer programs. This chapter
discusses some basics of computer programming using

Cclanguage.

1.1 ProgrammingEnvironment
In order to correctly perform any task, we need to have proper tools. For example
for gardening we need gardening tools and for painting we need a collection of

paints, brushes and.canvas. Similarlywe need proper tools for programming.
A collection of all the necessary tools for programming makes up a

programming environment. It is essentialto setup a programming environment
before we start

writing programs. It works as a
basic

platform for
us to write and

execute programs.
Scanned with CamScanner
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computer Science Unit 1: IntroductiontoProgramming~ ___-.:

1.1.1 Integrated Development Environment (IDE)

Asoftware that provides a programming environment to facilitate programmers

in writing and executing computer programs is known as an Integrated

pevelopment Environment (IDE).

An IDE has a graphical user interface (GUI), meaning that a user can interactwith

tusing windows and buttons to provide input and get output. An IDE consists of

- tools that help a programmer throughout the phases of writing, executing and

testing a computer program. This is achieved by combining text editors,

compilers and debuggers in a single interface. Some of the many available IDEs

forC programming language «

are:

1) Visual Studio

2) Xcode
3) Code:Blocks

|

7

Figure 1. 1
shows the main screen

of Code:‘Blocks IDE.

4) DevC++

Fe EL Fa

ofCode~BlocksFigure 1.

Use your web browser to find out the names of three different
IDEs that

can be used for C programming language.
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Computer Science
Uline

1.1.2 Text Editor

An text editor is a software that allo
ws programmers to write and edit computer

programs. Alll IDEs have their own specific text edit
ors. It is the main screen of an

IDEwherewe can write
our programs. |

Mon) we

jsse+@
PRR. aE is “Ra

BO: Debug

= Finclade <stdio.is
>

ie £
vod

aini)
() workspace

printf( “Hello word”

Search reudes,

Figure 1.2:Text editor iin
1

Code:‘Blocks

Figure 1.2 shows a basic C language program written in the texteditor
of IDE

-Code::Blocks. When executed, this program displays Hello World!on computer

screen. We have to save our file before it can be executed. We have named our

programfile as “HelloWorld.c”.We can click on the buildandrun button
to see

e

the

program's
output,

as pointed byan
an arrow in Figure1.3.

be 4% D (3 Bulls target:! Debug

fae Ro

Projects{ Syabels

workspace

voldmain(

printf( “Hello world")

3°

Figure 1 3: unning program in Code::Blocks
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Computer Science Unit 1: IntroductiontoProgramming
A console screen showing the output is displayed, as shown in Figure 1.4.

Figure 1.4: Program Output

Open the IDE installed on your lab computer.Write the program written in
Figure 1.2 in the text editor ofyour IDE and execute it.

1.1.3 Compiler
ComputerProgrameeee

Computers only ‘understand and work. in-machine
language consisting

of Os and 1s. They require the
conversion of a program written in programming

7
language to machine language, inorder to execute it.
This is achieved using a compiler.A -compiler- isasoftware that is responsible for conversion of-a
computer program written. in somehigh ‘level
programming language to

machine langua
ge code

(Figure 1.5). a .

1.2 Programming Basics
Eachprogramming language hassome.

e

primitive building blocksandprovides
some rulesin order to write an accurate program. This. set of rules iis known as

Pagvee. Figure 1.
5:
ProgramExecution

syntax of the language. Syntax can be thought of as grammar ofaprogramming
language. Whileprogramming, if proper syntax or rules of the programming
language are not followed, the program does notget compiled. In this case, the

—

compiler generates an error.Thiskind of
errors are‘called syntax errors.

Scanned with CamScanner
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1.2.1 ReservedWords
Every programming language has a list ofwords that are predefined. Each word

has its specific meaning already known to the compiler. These words are known

as reserved words or keywords. If a programmer gives them a definition of his

Unit 1: Introductionto Programming
—

own, it causes a syntax error. Table 1.1 shows the list of reserved words inc

programming language.

auto double int struct

break else long {switch

case enum, register typedef

char extern return union

const float short unsigned

continue for signed void

default goto sizeof volatile

do if static while
Table 1.1: Reserved words in C language

From the following list, encircle the reserved wordsin C language:
int, pack, create, case, return, small, math, struct, program, library.

1.2.2 Structure of aC Program
We can understand the structure of a C language program, by observing the

program written in Figure 1.2. We can see that a
program

can be divided into

three main parts:

1. Link section or header section: Whilewriting programs in C language, we

make extensive use of functions that are already defined in the language. But

before using the existing functions, we need to include the files where these

functions have been defined. These files are called header files. We include

these header files in our program bywriting the include statements at the top
of program.

Scanned with CamScanner



aml General structure of an include statement is as follows:

#include<header_file_name>
Here header_file_name can be the name of any header file.
In the above example (Figure 1.2), we have included file stdio.h that contains
information related to input and output functions. Many other header files
are also available, for example file math.h

contains all predefined’
mathematics functions.

2. Main section: It consists of a main( function. Every C program must contain a

main function and it is the starting point of execution.
3. Body ofmain() function: The body ofmainis enclosedin the curly braces {

}. All the statements inside these curly braces make the body of main

| function. In the above program (Figure 1.2), the statement

|
printf(“Hello world!”); uses a predefined functionprintfto display the

I statement Hello World! on computer screen. We can also create other

|

functions in our program and use them inside the body ofmaing function.
i

._ImportantNote:
Following points’mustbe kept i

in-mind ‘in- order
t

to ‘write
e syntactically

.

correct C language programs.-

_ | Computer Science Unit1: IntroductiontoProgramming |

‘geet

|» The sequence of statementsin a C language program should be
:

according to the sequencein which we want our programto be

7 executed. —

|

e Clanguageis case
2

sensitive.tt means that if a keyword iis defined with ©
[.

all small case letters, we cannot capitalize anyletteri.e. intis
different

from Int. Formeris a keyword, whereas latteris not. .

Scanned with CamScanner
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é Computer Science ‘Unit 1 :Introduction toProgramming

1.2.3 Purpose andSyntax of Comments iinnCPrograms»
Comments arethe statementsin a program that are ignored bythe compiler and

do not get executed. Usually comments ae written in natural language e.g. in

English language, in order to provide description ofour code.

Purposeofwritingcomments. =

==

Comments can be thought of as
documentation of

the
program.

Their f
irpurpose

is

twofold. .

1) They facilitate other programmers to understand ourcode.
2) They help us to understand our own code even afteryearsofwriting it. -

We do not want these statements to be executed, because it
may

cause syntax
error as the statements arewrittenin natural language..
‘Syntax ofwriting comments

In C programming language, there are two types ofcomments... >
1- Single-line Comments

2- Multi-line Comments
|

Single-line comments start with MW. Anything after //-on the same line, is

considered a comment. For example, //This is a comment.

Multi-line comments start with /* and end at */. Anything between /* and */is
considered a comment, even on multiple lines. For example,

Scanned with CamScanner
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Identifydifferent parts of the following C program:
#include <stdio.h>
#include <conio.h>
voidmain()
t .

printf(“I ama student of class 10”);
getch();

}-
KF



Comuter Science
.

Unit 1: Introductionto Programming. —_ /*this is
a multi-line
comment*/

Following example code demonstrates the usage of comments:

#include <stdio.h>
.

.

/*this program displays “I am a student of class 10” on the

output screen*/ -

|

.

void main()
|

{ //body of main function starts from here

printf (“Iama student of class 10”);an
} //bodyofmainfunctionendshere

> .

aoe ACTIVITY-1.5

Tickvalid comments among the following: |
e *commentgoeshere*

|

/comment goes here/
|

© _%comment goeshere%'- oe a JB Eee Fd Sty
/*comment goes

Tae geTR ee Vinee adit ray oes
|) - Aeommentgoeshere/- ey tn ads

//comment
goeshere*/.- c+»sig =.2 Wein fret yee

here*/

1.3 Constantsand Variables -Sole etOS a
Each language has.a basic setof alphabets (character set)that

a
are ‘combined iin

an allowable manner to form words, and then these wordscanbeused to form
sentences. Similarly iin c- programming language \we have acharacter set

that
includes: —

1) Alphabets (A, B, V.D0.b.9.2
2)Digits(0 - 9)
3) Special symbols (~ @#%A &*()_-+=

“NOU:mg<>, 21
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These alphabets, digits and special symbols when combined in an allowable

manner, form constants, variables and keywords (also known as reserved words).

We have already discussed the concept of reserved words. In the following, we
discuss the concept of constants and variables.
1.3.1 Constants

Constants are the values that cannot be changed by a program e.g. 5, 75.7, 1500

etc. In C language, primarilywe have three types of constants:

1- Integer Constants: These are the values without a decimal point e.g. 7,

1256, 30100, 55555, -54, -2349 etc. They can be positive or negative. If the
value is not preceded by a sign, itis considered as positive.

2- Real Constants: These are the values including a decimal point e.g. 3.14,

15.3333, 75.0, -1575.76, -7941.2345 etc. They can also be positive or

negative.
.

3- Character Constants:Any single small case letter, upper case letter, digit,
punctuation mark, special symbol enclosed within ' ' is considered a

character constant e.g. '5','7','a','X', 'l','s' etc...
|

Scanned with CamScanner

IMPORTANT TIPN

A digit used as a character constant i.e. '9', is different from a digit used as
an integer constant i.e. 9. We can add two integer constants to get the
obvious mathematical result e.g. 9 + 8 = 17, but we cannot add a character
constant to another character constant togetthe obvious mathematical
resulte.g. '9'+ '8' #17.

identify the type of constant for each of the following values:

12 £412 , 32.768

‘a “12.3 41 400 ‘NX
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.

1.3.2 Variables
A variableis actually aname giventoa memory location, as the data

isjphysicallystored inside the computer's memory. The value ofa variable can be changed iinaprogram. It means that,ina program, if a variable contains value 5, then laterwe
can give it another value that replaces the value 5.
Each variable has a unique name called identifier and has a data type. Data
type describes the type of data that can be stored in the variable. C language has
different-data types such as int, float, and char. The types int, float and char are

used to store integer, real and character data respectively. Table 1.2 shows the
matching data types in C language, against different types of data.

Type of Data |Matching Data Type in C Sample Values
| language ene

jInteger 2 tint 1237
Real float... 9.0 0 23.5:

Character
|ehar tat

Table 1.2: Matchingdatatypes against different types of data
In the

following,
we discuss in detail the possible data types and names of

variables.
|

| :

1.3.3 Data Typeoof aVariable.
Each variablein C language has a data type. The data type not onlydescribes the
type of data to be stored inside the variable but also the numberofbytes that the
compiler needs to reserve for data storage. In the following, we discuss different

’

data types provided byClanguage. _
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Computer Science

e Integer—int (signed/un

Integer data type is used to store integer
V

“takes up 4 bytes ofmemory: To declare 2 variable ©

the keyword
int.

int. A signed int can sto

-2,147,483,648 to 2,

ned)*9
glues (whole

numbers). Integer

pe integer, we use

and negative values
re both positive

y default, type int is
Signed 447,483,647.

B

‘ranging from

considered as a signed integer. .
.

e values and its value

Unsigned int: An unsigned int can store only positiv

ranges from 0 to +4,294,967,295. Keyword
unsigned int. is used to declare

an unsigned integer.
~

e Floating Point— float

Float data type is used to store a real number (numberwith floating point)

gits of precision. To
declare a variable of type float, we

use the

up to six di
emory. Its value ranges from

keyword float. A float uses 4 bytes of m

3.4X10 to 3.4X 10”.

e Character-char

To declare character type variablesin C, we use the keyword char. It takes

up just 1 byte ofmemory for storage. A variable of type
char can store one

character only.

1.3.4 Name ofa Variable

Each variable must have a unique name or identifier. Following rules are used to

a variable.

1. A variable name can only contain alphabets (uppercase or lowercase),

digits and underscore_sign.

2. Variable name must begin with a
letter

or an underscore, it cannot begin

with a digit.

3. Areservedword cannot be used as a variable name.

12
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4. There is no strict rule on how long a variable name should be, but we

should choose a concise length for variable nme to follow good design

practice.

Some examples ofvalid variable names are height, AverageWeight, _var1.

Important Note:
. Good programming practice suggests that we should give appropriate .

name to a variable, that describes its purpose e.g. in order to store salary
ofa person, appropriatevariable name could be

salary
or
rwages.

1.3.5 Variable Declaration

We need to declare a variable beforewe can:use it in the program. Declaring
a.

variable includes specifying itsdata type and
giving,

ita valid. name.
Following,

|

syntax can be followedto declare a
variable.

eh

data_type variable_name; oe ~=
Some examples of validvariable declarations areas follows:

unsigned int.age; 7
|

|

floatheights
“ant salary:

A ee

char marital_status; Ce ~ Fes
Multiple variables of same data.type may also be declared iinasingle statement,
as shown in the following examples: 7

|

unsigned int age, basic_salary, gross_salary;"
int points ‘scored, steps;

Scanned with CamScanner

| Encircle the valid variable names among the following:
Hello, Ivar roll_num Air23Blue —_float
Case $car name =color Float
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float height, marks;

char marital_status, gender;
we mention its data type. After declaring

a

ged. Declaring
a variable specifies the type

d by that variable, and the kind of

g example shows a program

A variable cannot be declared unless

variable, its data type cannot be chan

of variable, the range of values allowe

hat can be performed on it: Followin
operations t

declaring two variables:

</> EXAMPLE CODE 1.2

voidmain()
{ .

char grade;
int value;

|

1.3.6 Variable Initialization

Assigning value to a variable for the first time is called variable initialization. C

language allows us to ‘nitialize a variable both at the time of declaration, and

after declaring it. For initializing a variable at the time of declaration, we use the

following general structure.

data_type variabLé_hame = value;

Following example shows a program that demonstrates the declaration and

initialization of two variables.

Scanned with CamScanner

</> EXAMPLE CODE 1.3

#Hinclude<stdio.h>
votdmain()
{

char grade; //VariabLle grade is declared
int value = 25; /*Variable value .is declared and
initialized. */
grade = ''A'; //VariabLe grade is initialized

14
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.

Write a program that declares variables
of appropriat

ze these variableswith
the following data:

data. Initiali
initial letter ofyour name

initial letterof your gender

j. @ ~yourage

—yourmarksin e*class

e data types to store

puter

your personal |

| _@ your height: .

Scanned with CamScanner
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ns by humans which
rie

Computers need to be fed series of instructionsese
tell them how to perform a particular

task. Th
are.

are known as a computer program
or softw:

© ecomputeris
eding or storing the instructions in

The process of fe who knows how
ming and the person

known as computerprogram 9
aprogrammer.S

towritea computer program
correctly is knowna ae programming

Computer programs are written in languages C4 ed prog
i uages are

languages. Some commonly known programming
languag

Java, C, C++, Python.
A collection of all the necessary tools for programming

makes
up

a

programming environment. Programming environment provides

us the basic platform towrite and execute programs.

A software that provides a programming
environment which

facilitates the programmer in writing and executing computer

programs is known as an Integrated Development Environment

(IDE).
A text editor is a software that allows prog

ave their own specific editors.
ble for conversion of a

rammers to write and edit

computer programs. All IDEs h

A compiler is a software that is responsi

computer program written in some programming language to

machine language code. |

Every programming language has some primitive building blocks and

follows some grammar rules known as its syntax.

Every programming language-has a list ofwords that are predefined.
Each word has its specific meaning already known to the compiler.
Thesewords are known as reservedwords or keywords.
A program is divided into three parts. Header section is the part
where header files are included. Main section corresponds to the

main
function and the body of the main function includes

everything enclosed in the curly braces.
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puer Science Unit1: Introductionto Programming

= Comments are the statements that are ignored by the compiler and
|

program, comments can be used.

be storedin thatvariable.
A variablemust be declared before its use. Variable declaration

_
includes specifying variable’sdata type and giving ita valid name,

Assigningvalue to a variable for the first time is called variable

do not get executed. To include additional information about the

Constants are the values that do not change. The three types of
constants are integer constants, real constants and character
constants.
Variables is a name sien to a“memory location as the data is

physically stored inside the computer's memory. Each variable has a
|

unique
name or identifier bywhich we can refer to that variable, and

an associateddata type that describes the type ofconstant that
can

initialization. The variable can be initialized at the’ time of
declaration or after declaration.

17
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_. Compter Science Unit1: Introductionto\Proqrammina

Exercise

Q1 Multiple Choice Questions
1) A software that facilitates programmers ir

in writing computer programsis

knownas _
a)acompiler §—sib) aneditor c)an IDE d) adebugger

2) _____-_is a software thatis responsiblefor the conversion
of program

files tomachine understandable and executable code.

a) Compiler b)Editor )IDE- °—~—d) Debugger

3) Every programming language has some primitive building blocks and

follows some grammar rules known as its

a) programming rulesb) syntax _¢)building blocks d) semantic rules

4) A list of words that are predefined and must not be used
|

by the

programmerto name his own variables are known as .

a)autowords —_—sib) reserved words

c) restrictedwords _d) predefined words

5) include statements arewritten in
____

section.
_

.

header . b) main c) comments _d) print

_are added in the source code to further explain the techniques
- and algorithms used by the programmer.

|

a) Messages -b)Hints) —c) Comments d) Explanations

7) are the
values

thatdo not
change during

thewhole execution
of program. |

a) Variables by Constants ‘ Strings, — d) Comments

8) Afloatuses
_

bytes ofmemory.
7

|

do
9) For initializinga variable,we use_____ operator. .

|

a> b= dy?

c)5

c).
10) can be thoughtof

as
acontainer tostore constants. .

a) box b) jar ¢)variable- | d) collection
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Unit 1: Introductionto Programming

Q2 True or False
1) An IDE combines text editors, libraries, compilers and debuggers in a

single interface. T/F
2) Computers require the conversion of the code writtenin programfile to

machine languagein order to execute it. T/F
3) Columnisa reservedwordin C programming language. T/F
4) *commentgoes here* is a valid comment. T/F
5) float can store a real number upto six digits of precision. T/F

Q3 Refine the following.
1)IDE 2)Compiler 3)

Reserved
Words 4) Main section ofa program|

- 5) chardatatype
Q4 Briefly answer the following questions.

_ 1) Whydowe needa programming environment?
2) Write the steps to create aC program fileiinthe IDE ofyour

lab computer.
3) Describe the purpose of a compiler.
4) List down five reservedwordsin C programming language.
5) Discuss the main parts ofthe structure ofaC program.
6) Why dowe use comments in programming? |

7) Differentiate between constants and variables.
8) Write down the rules for naming variables.
9) Differentiate between char and int.
10)How canwe declare and initialize a variable?

Q5 Match the columns. |

a
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11) IDE
|

da) Machine executable code

2) Text Editor b) include statement

3) Compiler a
|

c) Python

|

4) Programming Language d) CLion
|

5) Reserved words
|

e) /* (a+b) */

6) Link Section f) Notepad

7) Body ofmain) g) struct:
—

8) Comment
_

h) {}
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Programming Exercises

Exercise 1

e With the help ofyour teac
her open the IDE installed on your lab computer for

writing C programs.
e Write the following program

in the editor and save
it zs “welcome.c

#include <stdio.h>
#include <conio.h>
void main()
{

/*A simple C language program*/
printf (“Welcome to C language”) ;
getch();

}
e Run the program to see Welcome to C language printed

on the screen as

output.

Exercise 2
Write a program that declares variables of appropriate

data types to store the

Personal dataabout your best
friend.

Initialize
these variables-with the following

data:
e initial letterofhisname

e initial letterofhis gender
hisage

e his height
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USER INTERACTION
Students Learning Outcomes

After completing this unit studentswill beable to
m Use output functions like printf0)
@ Use input functions like

o scanf(
o getchQ

m Usestatement terminator (semicolon)

Define format specifiers
o Integer- %i
o Decimal -%d .

o Float -.%f
‘

.

o Char-%c oO
@ Define an escape sequence

Explain the use of the followingescape sequencesusing programmingexamples:
-o Newline-\n
o Tab-\t

@ Define an arithmetic operator
@ Use the following arithmetic operators:

oO Addition (+)
o Subtraction (-)
o Multiplication (*)
o Division()

|
|

o Remainder(%)
, |
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INTERACTION
Use the assignment operator
Define relational operators

@ Use the following relational operators:
Less than (<)
Greater than (>)
Less than or equal to (<=)
Greater than or equal to (>=)
Equalto (==
Not Equal to (!=)

B Definea logical operator
Use the following logical operators:
o AND(&&)
o OR({))- 7

o NOT(!)
|

. .

™ Differentiate between the assignment operator (=) and equal to operator (==)
Differentiate between the unary and binary operators

@ Define and explain the orderof precedence ofoperators

a
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~ComputerScience °°. ~ Unit 2: UserInteraction

Unit Introduction:
A computer is a device that takes. data as input, processes that data and

generates the output. Thus all the programming languages must provide

instructions to handle input, output and processing of data. In this chapter, we

discuss different pre-built input/output functions available in C lanquage. We

also discuss different operators thatwe can apply to.processthe data.

2.1 Input/output (1/0) functions:

We need a way to provide input and show output while writing programs. Each

programming language has its keywords or standard library functions for I/O

operations. C language offers printf function to display the output, and scanf

function to get input from user. In the following section, we discuss these two

functions. .

| a |

2.1.1 printf()

printf is a built-in function in C programming language to show output on
—

screen. Its name comes from “print formatted” thatisused to print the formatted

‘output on screen. All data types discussed in the previous chapter can be

displayed with printffunction. To understand theworking ofprintf function, let's

look at the following example program:
|

#include<stdio.h>
void main ()
{

Output:
.

Hello World .
|

printf(“Hello World”)j

\.

In this example, printf function is used to display Hello World on screen.

Whateverwe write inside the double quotes
“ and “ in the printf() function, gets

|

displayed on screen.
|
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Write down the output of following code:
# include<stdio.h>
voidmain()

|

print (“Ir am UPPERCASE and this is lowercase”); -

Write a program that shows yourfirst name in Uppercase and your last
name in lower

case letters
on

1

screen. |

2.1.2 Format Specifiers
_ What if we want to display the value of a variable? Let's declare’a variable and.
thenncheck

the behavior of printf.
’

"int age= 35;

. Now | want to display the value of
this variable age on screen. So, | write the

|

following statement.
7

printf (“age”);
But, it does not serve the purpose, becauseit displays the following on screen. |

age

It does not display thevaluestored inside the variable age, instead itjust displays
whatever was written inside the double quotes of printf. In fact, we need to_

| specifythe format of data thatwe want to display, using format specifiers. Table
2.1 shows format specifiers against different data typesin C language.
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Data Type Format Specificr

int %dor%i

:
flat % f

:
char %C

- Table 2.1: Format specifiers for 1/O oparetion

Suppose we want to show int type data, we must specify it inside the printf by

using the-format specifier %d or In the same way, for float type data we must

: use%f It is illustrated in the following example.

FIPS eee
#include<stdio.h>
void main()
{ |

float height = 5.8;
int age = 35;
printf (“My age is %d and-my height is %F?, age, height).

Output:
My age is 35 and my height is 5.800000

We can observe that while displaying output, first format specifier is replaced

with the valt:e of first variable/data after the ending quotation marki.e. age inthe

above example, and second format specifier is replaced with the second

vs iable/data.

V

Oar ——_—— — —

When we use %fto display a

float value, it displays 6 digits after
the decimal point.

If we want to specify the number of digits after decimal point then we can write

%.nf where n is the number of digits. In the above example, if we write the
-| following statement:

|

printf(“My ageis %d and my height is %.2f", age, height); .:

The output is

My age is 35 and my height is 5.80

aA
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Important Note:
Format specifiers are not only used for variables. Actually they

are used to

display the result of any expression involving variables, constants, or both,
as illustratedin the following example.

|

2.1.3 seanf()
scanf is a built-in function in C language that takes input from user into the
variables.We specify the expected input data type in scanf function with the help
of format specifier. If user enters integer data type, format specifier

mentionedin scanfmust be %dor%i. Consider the following example:

In this example, %c format specifier is used to specify character type for theiinput
variable. Input entered by user is savedin variablegrade..
There are two main parts ofscanffunction as it can be seen from the above code.
First part inside the double quotes is the list of format specifiers and second part
is the list ofvariableswith & sign at their left.

1
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</> EXAMPLE CODE 2.3
}

# include <stdio.h>
void main ()
{

printf(“Sum of 23 and 45 is %d”, 23+ 45) 3
| } |

Output .

(Sum of 23 and 45 is 68

a
#include <stdio.h> .

void main ()
|

char grade;
scanf(“%c”, &grade) ;
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'

|Example
# include <stdio.h>
void main ()
{

| .

int number;
printf(“Enter a number between @-19: ”);scanf (“Xd , &number) ;
printf(“The number you entered is: %d”, number);

Output:
|

Enter a number between @-10: 4
| The

number you entered is: 4

Important Note : “
We can take

multiple iinputsusing a single scanf function e.g. look at the
|

following statement.

scanF(“%dx%d%”, &a,
\ &b, &c); ~

7

It takes input into two integer type variables a and b, and one float type-variable c. After each input, user should enter a space or press enter key.After all theiinputs usermust
press

enter key.

Write a program that takes roll number, percentage of marks and ‘grade
from user as input.

Program
should

display the formatted output like
following:

RollNo : ‘input value |

Percentage : 4 input value a
_ Grade Sop input value

©

ImportantNote
> -

_ Itisavery common mistake toforget & sign innthe scanffunction.Without
|

& sign, the program gets executed but does not behave as expected.

27
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2.1.4getch()
getch(Q functionis used to read a character from user. The

generally used to hold the
character entered by

userdoes not get displayed on screen. This function is

execution of program because the program does not continue further until the

user types a key. To use this function, we need to include the library conio.h in the
|

\

|header section of program.

In the above,-program prompts user to enter a character and then waits for the

user's input before finishing the execution of
f program.

—

</>EXAMPLECODE 2.7 —
# include<stdio.h>
# include<conio.h>
void main ()
{

char.key; . ~

_ printf (“Enter any key ::my; :

key =getch(); //Gets a character from user into variable key

U | J
Ifwe run this program, we notice a difference between reading a character using
scanf-and reading a characterusing getch functions. When we read character
through scanf, it requires us to press enter for further execution. But in case of

getch,it does notwait for enter key to be pressed. Function readsa character
and

proceeds
to

the
execution of next line.
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</> EXAMPLE CODE 2.6

# include<stdio.h>
# include<conio.h>
void main ()

printf (“Enter any key if you want to exit program ”);
getch();

|

28
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2.1.5 Statement Terminator:

A statement terminator is identifiier for compilerwhich identifies end of a line. In

C language semi colon ()) is used as statement terminator. Ifwe do
not end each©

|

statementwith
a; it

results
into error.

print (“Helio
World”

> Terminator!

2.1.6 Escape Sequence |
Purpose

Escape sequences are used
i
in printf function inside the” and “.They force printf

to change its normal behavior of showing output. Let's understand the concept

of anescape sequence by looking at the following example s
statement:

printf (“My name is \“Ali\””) 3

‘Theoutput of above statement is

My name is AL? 8
In the above example \"isaan escape sequence.tte

causes
sprintf todisplay

*.
on

-computerscreen.
:

Formation of escape sequence |

Escape sequences consist of two characters. The firstcharacter iis always back
|

_ slash (\) and the second character varies accordingto the functionality thatwe
_ want to achieve. Back slash (\)is called escape characterwhichis associatedwith.
eachescape sequence to notifyabout escape. Eécape character and character

next
to it are not displayed

o

on
n

screen, but
they perform specific

C task
assigned

to

an

them
~ DID Mes
Besides different escape sequences‘discussed

i

in this section,following
| escape sequences

are also commonly:used iinc language.
|

Sequence Purpose. _| Sequence Purpose _
|

NO Displays Single.Quote(’ 1Generates‘analert sound.

Woo Displays Back slash(\) : \b:Matte Removes previous char
-

29
eee ae
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.

New Line (\n)
After escape character,

_ line. This escape sequence is used to print the out

the following example to further understand this escape sequence:

n specifies movetnent of the cursor to stat of the ext
put on multiple lines. Consider

EXAMPLE CODE 2.8
#include <stdio.h>
void main ()
{

.

i
printf(“My name is Ali. \n”);
printf(“I live in Lahore.”);

}
Output
My name is Ali.
(i live in Lahore.

important Note:
In the absence of an escape sequence, even if we have multiple printf
statements, their output is displayed on a single line. Following example
illustrates this point.

|

#include<stdio.h>
|

void main()
+ {

printf (“My name is”);
printf(* Ahmad”) ;

} .

Output. —

|
My name is Ahmad

Tab (\t)
"
Escape sequence \t specifies the I/O function of moving to the next tab stop
horizontally. A tab stop is collection of 8 spaces. Using \t takes cursorto the next
tab stop. This escape sequence is used when user-presents data with more spaces
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#includecstdio.h> \
void main ()

14

}
printf("Name: \tAli\nFname: \tHammad\nMarks: \t1000");

Output
Name: Ali
Fname: Hammad-

| Marks: 1000

2.2 Operators
_

The name computer suggests that computation is the most important aspect of _

computers. We need to perform computations on data through programming.
We have alot ofmathematical functions to perform calculations on data.We can
also perform mathematical operations in our

Programs.
C language offers .

numerous operators to manipulate and process data.
Following

is the list of
some basic operator types:

° Assignment operator

° Arithmetic operators
e Logical operators
Relational operators

2.2.1 AssignmentOperator
‘Assignment Operatoris used to assign a

value
toa

variable,
or

assign
a value of

variable to anothervariable.

Equal sign (=) is used as
assignment operator in Consider the following:

example:

int sum = 5;

Value 5 is assigned to a variable named sum after executing this line of code.

31
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Let's have a look at another example: |

int sum = 6;
int var = sum; .

First, value 6 is assigned to variable sum. In the next line, the value of sum is

assigned to variable var.

[2]PROGRAMMING TIME 2.1

Write a program that swaps the values of two integer variables.
Program:
void main ()
{

inta =2,b =3, temp;
. temp =a;
a=b;
b ==

temp ;
printf ("Value of a after swapping: %d\n", a);
printf ("Value of b after swapping:%d\n", b);

} -

2.2.2 Arithmetic Operators
|

. Arithmetic operators are used to perform arithmeticoperations on data. Table
2.2 represents arithmetic

operators
with their description.

Operator Name Description |

/ Division Operator It is used to divide the value on left
side

by the
value on right side.

Multiplication Operator| It is used to multiply two values. .

+
|

Addition Operator
—

It is used to add two values.

: Subtraction Operator .
|
It is used tosubtract the value on right side
from the value on left side. .

% Modulus Operator It gives remainder value after dividing the
left

_| operand by right operand.

Table 2.2: Arithmetic Operators

- Division
.

Division operator Vy divides the value of left operand by the value
of right

operand. e.g. look at the following
statément.

32
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_Computer Science. . Unit2: Userinteraction_ float result = 3.0 / 2.0;
After this statement, the variable result contains the value 1.5.

ImportantNote 7

Ifboth the operands are oftype int, then resultofdivisionis also of type int.
|

Remainderis truncated to give the integer answer. Consider the following
—

lineofcode:
float result.= (3 2; .

As both values are of type int so answer is also an integerwhich
i

is 1.When
|

this value 1 is assigned to the variable result of type float, then this 1 is

_ converted to float, so value 1.0 is stored in variable result. lfwe want toget
. the precise answer then one of the

operands
must be of floating

type.
Consider the following line of code:

Float result = 3.0 / 2; .

Inthe above example, the value storedinvariable resultiis 1.5.

fam UT
/*This program takes as input the price of a box of chocolates and

| the total number of chocolates in the box. The program finds
and.

displays the price of one chocolate.
| # include <stdio.h>
void main() 9°. mo
{ .

float box_price, num_ofchocolates, unit_price;
printf (“Please enter the price of whole box of. chocolates: "5
scanf(“%F”, &box_price); .
printf (“Pleaseenter the number of chocolates in the box: »);
_scanf(“%F”, &num_of_chocolates);

.

‘unit_price= box_price / num_of_chocolates;

print#(“Thehe price «ofaa single ¢
chocolate is

s KF, unitprice);

Output:
Please enter the price of whole box of chocolates: 15@
Please enter the number of chocolates in the box: 50

.

_ The price of a single chocolate is 3.000000 ©

|

*/
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Multiplication

Multiplication operator (*)is a binary operator which performs the product of

two numbers. Look at the
following

statement:

int multiply =5 * 5;

After the execution of statement, the variable multiply
contains value 25.

Gee

/* Following program takes as input the length and width of a

rectangle. Program calculates and displays the area of rectangle on
|screen. */

|

|

# include<stdio.h>
|

|

void main ()
{

|

float length, width, area; |

printf (“Please enter the Length of rectangle:
J

|

scant length) ;; .

|

!

| printf (“Please enter the width of
rectangle: ”)3

|

Scant (“%F", gwidth);
|

area = length * width;
|

printf (“Area of rectangle is ; %f”, area);
}

|

Output. .

Please enter.the length of rectangle: 6.5 ma

Please enter the length of rectangle; 3
Area of rectangle is : 19.5@0000 a oo, 4—

4

F (GF?

eos aa ae
Write a program that takes as input the length.of onesideof a squareand calculates the area of Square,

343
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— Addition
Addition operator (+) calculates the sum of two operands. Let's look at the

4
2

following statement:
int add= 10 + 10;

Resultant value in variable add is 20.

CAT
/* This program takes marks of two subjects from user and displays
the sum of marks on console. */

#include <stdio.h>
,

|

void main Q
{

int.sum, math, science ;
printf (“Enter marks of

Mathematics:
”);

scanf (“%d”, &math);
printf (“Enter marks of Science: ”);
scanf (“%d”, &cience); |

‘sum =math +science;
printf (“Sum of marks is : %d”, sum); | .

Output
—

Enter marks of Mathematics: 90
Enter marks of Science: 80

Sum of marks 170| a .

Write a program that takesas input the number of balls in jar A and the
-

number of balls in jar B. The program calculates and displays the total
number of balls.

aa
The statement a = a + 1; is used to increase the value of variable aby Tein
C language, this statement can also be written as at+; or ++a;. Similarly,

|”

a--; or--a; is used to decrease the valueofa by 1.
|
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- 7

Subtraction

Subtraction operator (-) subtracts right operand
from the left operand. Let's:

; the following statement:
int result = 20 - 15;

igned to the variable result.After performing subtraction, value 5 is assi

Modulus
operator

|

Modulus operator (%) performs division of left operand bythe right operand and

returns the remainder value after division. Modulus
‘operator works on integer

data types.

remaining= 14% 33).
As, when we divide 14 by 3,we get aremainder

of2 so the value:
stored i

in

‘variable remaining is 2.

+
/* This program finds and displays

t
theright.‘most digit of an input

number. */
#include <stdio.h>
‘void main().

int num, digit;
... printf(“Enter a number: “ys

-scanf(“%d”, &num);—
digit = num % 10;

|

printf(“Right most digit of number you entered

|

is: xe",
digit);

po
Output |

| Entera number: 789

|
Right most digit of number you entered

j

is:9
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Write a program that takes original price ofa shirtand

discount
percentage onduser. Program should display theoriginal priceof shirt, discount

on price an

price after discount.
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¢Wiha dra
| Write a program that takes 2 digit number from. user, computes the
product of bothrdigits andshowthe output.

|

Write a program that takes seconds as input and calculates equivalent
numberof hours, minutes and seconds. |

Important Note:

While writing arithmetic statements in C language,
a commonmistakeiis

|

.
to follow the usual algebraic rules e.g.writing 6

*
y
asSy.and writing x!*x * xasx’?etc.It

resultsin a compiler error.

) ,

Convert the followingalgebraic expressions into
Cc
expressions.

x= 6y +z
X = yz'+ 3y.

ee ELA ae as

a(x) +2+e
(x -2)+ 3y

2.2.3Relational Operators :

Relational operatorscompare twovalties to.determine therelatioriship between
values. Relational operators. identify either the values are equal, not equal,

greater than or less than one another. C language allows ustoperformrelational
|

operators on numericand char type data. Table 2.3 presents relationaloperators:
‘in C language andtheirdescriptions:

|

*

37
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DescriptionRelational Operator
Equal to

Not equal
Greater than .

. Less than

Greater than equal to

<=
|

-|Less than equal to

Table 2.3: Basic relational operators with their description
Relational operators perform operations on two operands and return the result
in Boolean expression (true or false). A true valueis represented by 1, whereas a

false value is represented by a 0. This conceptis further illustrated in Table 2.4.

Table 2.4: Illustration of relational operators with examples
2.2.4 Assignment operator (=) and equal to operator (==
In C. language, == operator is used to check for equality of two expressions,
whereas= operator assigns the result of expression on right side to the variable
on left side. Double equal operator (==) checks whether right and left operands
are equal or not. Single equal operator (=) assigns right operand to

the
variableon left side.

ImportantNote —

We can also use printf function to show the results of a relational -
expression, e.g. look at the following examples: —_- ‘
printf("%d”, 5 5); // This-statement displays 1

_ printf(“’d”, 5>7); // This statement displays @

®
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Relational Expression Explanation Result .

5= =! 5 is equal to 5? ‘|True

51s 7 5 is not equal to 7? True .

5>7. 5 is greater than 7? | False

5<7 5 is less than 7? True
5>=5 5 is greater than or equal to 5? |True

5<=4 5 is less than or equalto 4? False
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2.2.5 Logical Operators
Logical operators perform operations on Boolean expressions and produc a

Boolean expression as a result.
|

As we have studied that result of a relational operation is a Boolean expression,
so logical operators can be performed to evaluate more than one relational

expressions. Table 2.5 shows the logical operators offered byC language.

Table 2.5: Basic logical operators and their description
AND operator (8&8):
AND operator.&& takes two Boolean expressions as operands and produces the
result true if both of its operands are true. It returns false if any of the

operands
|is

false. Table 2.6 shows the truth table forAND operator.

Table 2.6: Truth table for AND operator
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Consider the variables x=3, y=7. Find out the Boolean result of following
expressions. .

(2+5)>y © (x+4)==
x I= (y- 4) (y/2)>=x
-1<x (x *

3) <= 20

Operator Description

Logical AND

Logical OR

Logical NOT

Expression Result

False && False ~ False

False && True False

True && False False

True && True True



operandsis true. Table2.7shows the
truth table for OR

operator.
Expression - | Result

False || False False

False |] True True

True
||
False True

True || True True”

_ Computer Science - ©
—

OR operator (||):
ns

true

if

at least one of the
OR operator accepts Boolean expression and returns true if at

one

Table 2.7: Truth table for OR operator
NOT operator Q):- |

.
.

|

_

NOT operator negates or reversesthe value ofBoolean expression.
It makes it

true, if it is false and
fatse iif it is’ true.Table 2

2.8 presents the truth table
for Not.

operator.
|

Table 2.8: Truth table forNOT
operator

.
Examplesof LogicalOperators:
Table 2.9 illustrates the concept of logical operators with

the help of examples.

Expression [Explanation ©... Result

13<48&7>8 —s |

3 is less than 4 AND 7's greater False”
|than 8?:

==4]|3> 1 |3is equal to 4 OR 3is greater -|True
1? |

2 |I 2.== 2) INOT(4is greater than2 OR2iIs ‘| False os

equalto2)?—

{6<=6 && 1(1 > 2)
16

is less than.or equal to 6 AND True. |- co NOT (1 is greater than 2)? .

|8>9]|"(1<=0) ‘|

8isgreaterthan9ORNOT(1is [True
less thanor

equal
to0)?

Table 2.9: Iflustration of logical operators with examples
.
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Result:Expression ..

(True) False

'(False) .
.

|True

1(4>
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wearinasibn
Assume the

following variable values x=4, y=7,2=8. Find out theresultant
expression.

|

xe=2 |] y==B Tey ast 2<5
Z>=5

|| x<=-3 B&B (true)

|

2.2.6Unary.Vs BinaryOperators:
“All theoperators discussedin this chapter canbe divided into two basic types,

based on the numberof
‘operands:onwhich the operator¢can be applied.

Unary Operators: Unary operators are applied over one operand only, eg.
logical not (!) operator has: only

©
one

> operand. Sign operator
(-) is

another
|
example ofaunary operator.g.

-5.

Binary Operators: ‘Binary operators réquire two“operands to perform the

operation e.g. all the arithmetic operators, and relational operators are binary

operators.
The logicaloperators &&and | areealso binary

operators.-

DID YOU

C language also offers a ternary operator that is applied on three operands
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~DID YOU KNOW? _ —
C language performs short-circuit evaluation. It means that:

_| 1- Whileevaluating an AND operator, if sub expression at left side of the
operator is false then the resultis immediately declared as falsewithout
evaluating complete expression.

|2- While evaluating an OR operator, if sub expression at left side of the
operatoris true then the resultis immediately declared as true without
evaluating complete expression.

x! y<5 I(z>x)

44
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Find out the results of the following Expressions:

Unit2: User!nterection
Ses

2.2.7 Operators’ Precedence: that Kylon, the questloH drisey tHe WI (Hub Ute Mnultible operdtors in an expressio ence has beet glvel
operator ls evaluated first. To solve this issue, a pre

each operator (Table 2.10). An operator with higher precedence is evaluated

before the operator with lower precedence. In case of
equal

precedence, the

operator at left side is evaluated before the operator at right side.

Example:
result=18 /2*3+7%3+(5%*4);
result =18 /2*3+7%3+20; .

result =9*3+7%3+ 20;
result = 27+7% 3+ 20;
result = 27 +1 + 20;
result = 28 + 20;.
result = 483.

Operator
_

{Precedence

()- 1

// evaluate ( )
// evaluate /
// evaluate *

// evaluate %

// evaluate +

// evaluate +

2

3

4

<= 15.

7

8

9

& &

Table 2.10: Operators with their precedence

(5 + 3)
7+3%(12 +2)
25%3*4
34-9*2/(3*3)
18 /(15-3%*2)

42
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a We heed a way to provide input and show output while writing

programs. Each programming language has its keywords or standard

built-in function for |/O operations. .

printf is a built-in function in C programming language. It's name

comes from “print formatted” that is used to show the formatted

output on screen.
™ Format specifiers are used to specify format of data type during

input and output operations. Format specifier is always preceded bya
_ percentage (%) sign.
scanfis a built-in function

iin
C language

that takes input from user

into the variables
™ getch() functionis used to read a character from user. This function

accepts characters only. The character entered by user does not get
displayed on screen.

= Astatement terminatoris identifier for compilerwhich identifies end
of a statement. In

C language semi colon (;)is used as statement

_terminator. .

m Escape sequence forces printf to escape from its normal behavior. It is
the combination’ of escape. character(\) and

a character associated

with special functionality.a ‘Escape sequence \n specifies themovement of cursorsr to start of the
|

next line. Thisescape sequence is used
©

to display the output on

multiple lines.
.

|

m™ Escape sequence \t specifies the movement of cursor to the next tab
-stop horizontally. A tab stop is collection of8 spaces.

_™@ Basic operators are arithmetic operators,
assignment operator,

relational operators, and logical operators.
Arithmetic operators Arithmetic operators are used to perform
arithmetic operations on data to evaluate arithmetic functions.| *

Arithmetic operators are +, -, * 1%./,

43
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[
om Modulus operator is also a binary operator, which performs division

of left operand to the right operand and returns the remainder value

after division. Modulus operatorworks on integerdata types.
&. Relational operators compare two values to determine the

relationship between values.

Logical operator performs operation on Boolean expressions and

returns a Boolean value as a result. :

m LogicalAND operator returns truewhen the result of expressions on
both sides is truewhereas the LogicalOR operator returns truewhen

|

either of the two expressions is true.

5 4 | &@ Logical NOT operator returns true
if the expression is

false
and vice

versa.i Short circuiting is to deduce the result of
an operation without

_
| computing thewhole expression.

There are three types of operators. Unary, binary and ternary
.

,

. operators require one, two: and three operands respectively, to

oa | performtheoperation. .

@ Precedence tells which operation should be performed first. Different
- Operators have different precedence. Operators with higher
precedence are evaluated first and the oneswith

lowest precedence
are evaluated last.
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Q.1 Multiple Choice Questions

Unit2: Userinteraction _

1) printfisusedtoprint___—_—sttype of data.

a) int b) float c) char d) Allofthem
2) scanfisa inC programming language.

©

a) Keyword b) library
|

c) function d) none of them

3) getch() is used to take as input from user.

a) int b) float c) char
~ d)Allofthem

4) Let the following part of code, what will be the value of variable a
after

execution:
|

|

inta= 4;
float b = 2.2;

a=a*b; -
|

. .

b)8 80 =
5) Which of the following is

avalid line ofcode. —
a) int= 20; b) grade=A": c) line= this is line; d)none of them

6) Which operator has highestprecedence
among the following:

a) / b) = c)>
7) Which of the following is nota type of

operator:
|

:
a)Arithmeticoperator Relational operator

-b) Check operator
|

d) Logical operator
8) The operator %iis

usedto calculate

a) Percentage b) Remainder. Factorial, a:)) Square
9) Whichof the following isavalid character:.

|

|

a) ‘here’ b)"a" +e, ‘9! +., d)Noneofthem

c)

. 10)What is true about C language:

a) Cis nota case sensitive language . =
b) Keywords can be used as variablenames -

:

c) All logical operators are binary operators: = * 5° 2)
d) None of them |

.
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Q.2 True or False o™
|

1) Maximum value that can be stored by an integer is 32000. T/F

2) Format specifiers begin with a % sign. T/F

3) Precedence of division operator is greater than multiplication operator. T/F

4) getch is used to take all types of data input from user. TF

5) scanfis used for output operations. |

T/F

Q.3 Define the following.
1) Statement Terminator 2) Format Specifier 3) Escape Sequence

4) scanf 5) Modulus Operator
Q.4 Briefly answer the following questions. ‘

1) Whatis the difference between scanf and getch?
2) Which function of C language is used to display output on screen?

3) Why format specifiers are important to be specified in I/O operations?
4) What are escape sequences? Why do we need them?

5) Which operators are used for arithmetic operations?
6) What are relational operators? Describe with an example.
7) What are logical operators? Describe with an example.
8) What is the difference between unary operators and binary operators?
9) What is the difference between== operator and = operator?
10) Whatis meant by precedence of operators? Which operator has the

highest precedencein C language?
Q.5 Write down output of the following code segments.

a) # include<stdio.h>
void main ()
{

|

|

int x= 2, y = 3, z=6;3
int ans1, ans2, ans3;
ansl=x/z*y;
ans2-y+z/y*2;
ans3 = z2/x+x*y;
printf( “Xd xd Xd”, ansi, ans2, ans3 );

46
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b) # include<stdio.h>
void main ()
{

:

Unit 2: User Interaction
eo

printf ( "nn \n\n nnn\nn\nt\t" ) ;
| printf ( "nn /n/nnn/n\n" ) ;

}
c) #include<stdio.h>

void main()
{

|int a = 4, b;
float c = 2.3;
b=c*a;
printf (“%d”, b); .

}
d) #include<stdio.h>

void main()
{

inta=4*3/(5+1)+7%4;
printf (“%d”, a);

}
e) #include<stdio.h>

voidmain() ELS ve

|

|

|
‘print("%d”, (((5> 3 ) && (4 > 6) yWC(7:>3)) ys =

|

Q.6Identify errors in the following.code segments.
|

a) #include<stdio.
h> a

void main
QO ys ie21sreqsHons ie SIS AP pe BEES

{
: oe

. ade esl potas RN

peakas_

print ("Value ofbis : %d, pS
- pd. ae ale eg tr

“are . fy ghee fl RESETTING
4 “

han
aeey poe es ‘tia be ae on voy eS peblanehd Lg

|

jov

rep Sam db. Thi TARP gaye tet
2 gk,WP? | pert

=

uglagib ban 6“ti hy th; y Diu) ght rtd art TP

. S

‘
.

13:

Uj)»
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b) #include<stdio.h>
void main ()

es Vow! aGLION

oN
{

inta,b,c,
printf(“Enter First Number: ”);
scanf(“%d”, &a);
printf(“Enter second number : ”)3
scanf(“%d”, &b)5at+b=c;

]
c) #include<stdio.h>;

main ()

int num;
printf(Enter number: »);
scanf(%d, &num);

Le13

include<stdio.h>
int main ()

f{ |

float f;
printf[“Enter value: ”];
scanf(“%c”, &f);

}

Programming Exercises

Exercise 1
The criteria for calculationof wages ina companyisgivenbelow.

BasicSalary =
~~ = Pay RaRatePerHour X WorkingHoursOf Employee

OvertimeSalary = OvertimePayRate X OvertimeHours
OfEmployee

TotalSalary _=BasicSalary + OvertimeSalary
_

Write a program ‘that should take working hours and overtime hours of
employee as input. The program should calculate and display the total salary of
employee. .
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Exercise2
Write a program that takes Celsius temperature as input, converts the

temperature into Fahrenheit and shows the output. Formula for conversion of

temperature from Celsius to Fahrenheit is:

F=2C +32

Exercise 3
|

Write a program that displays the following output using single printf statement:
* * * *

1 2 3 4
Exercise 4 |

|

Write a program that displays the following output using singleprintfstatement:

lama Boy
| live in Pakistan
lam a proud Pakistani.
Exercise 5

|

A clothing brand offers 15% discount on each item. A lady buys 5 shirts from this

brand. Write a program that calculates total price after discount and amount of
discount availed by the lady. Original prices of the shirts are: .

Shirt1= 423
|

Shirt2= 320
|

Shirt3 = 270. |

Shirt4 = 680
ShirtS = 520 |

|

Note: Use 5 variables to store the prices of shirts.
Exercise6 |

Write a program that swaps the values of two integer variables without help of

any third variable. |

| 4
Exercise 7

|

~

Write a program that takes a 5 digit number as input, calculates and displays the

sumof
first

and
last digit of number. LC

4a}
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Unit2:User interactionExercise 8
Write a program that takes monthly income and monthly expenses of the userlike electricity bill gas bill food expense. Pr g! am should calculate the

e Totalmonthly expenses

following

Total yearly expenses
Monthly savings

|

e
_ Yearly saving
Average saving permonth
Average expense permonth

Exercise 9
Write a program that takes a character and number of steps as input from
user. Program should then jump number of steps from that character.
Sample output

Enter character: a
Enter steps: 2
New character : Cc

Exercise 10
Write a program that takes radius of a circle as input. The program should
calculate and display the area of circle.
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‘ After completing this unit studentswill be able to
m Define acontrol statement
mw Define aselection statement
wm Knowthestructure of ifstatement
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Unit Introduction
In our daily life, we often do certain tasks depending upon the situation e.g. | will

gofor a walk if | wake up at 6 am. If the weather turns cloudy, | will take umbrella

with me. If Sara passes the exam,
|
will gift her a watch. All these decisions are

taken on the basis of condition. If the conditionis true, we perform the specified

task, otherwise we do not. Sometimes, if the condition is not true then we
|

perform some other task. This is called conditional logic. in this chapter, we

discuss how to implement conditional logicin C programming language.
|

. 3.1 Control Statements
In order to solve a problem, there is a need to control the flow of execution ofa

program. Sometimes we need to execute one set of instructions if a particular

condition is true and another set of instructions if the condition is false.

Moreover, sometimes we need to repeat a set of statements for a number of

times. We can control the flow of program execution through control

statements. There are three types of control statements in C language.
1- Sequential Control Statements

- 2- Selection Control Statements
3- Repetition Control Statements

Sequential control is the default control structure in C language. According to

the sequential control, all the statements aré executed inthe given sequence. Till

now, we havejustworked according to the
sequential

control. Inthis chapter, our -

focusis on the selection control statements.

3.2 Selection Statements
The statements which help us to decide which statements should be executed
next, on the basis of conditions, are called selection statements.
Two types of selection statements are:

1. Ifstatement
—

2. If-elsestatement
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3.2.1 lf statement

C language provides ifstatement in which we specify a condition, and associate

a code to it. The code gets executed if the specified condition turns out to be true,

otherwise the code does not get executed.

Structure of if statement

lf statement has the following structure in C language:

if (condition)
Associated Code

Here is a brief description of different components involved in the general

structure of ifstatement.

1- In the given structure, éf is a keyword that is followed by a condition inside

parentheses ().

2- A condition could be any valid expression including arithmetic expressions,

relational expressions, logical expressions, or a combination of these. Here

are a few examples ofvalid expressions that can be used as condition.

ge 5 (true)

b- 5+4 (true)

c- 5-5 (false)

d- 524 (true)

e- S== (false)

fe 1(4>5) (true)

g- (5 > 4) && (10 < 9)
| (false)

h- (5 >4)|| (9 < 10) (true)

Any expression that has a non-zero value calculates to true, e.g. expressions a

and b above produce a true value, but the expression c producesa false value.

The expression can also include variables, in that case values inside the

variables are used to calculate the true/ false value of the expression.
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3- The associatedcodeis any valid C language set of statements. Itmay contain

:

one ormore statements.

The following flow chart shows the basic flow of an ifstatement.

_ If we want to associate more than one statements to an ifstatement, then they
need to be enclosed inside:a { } block, but if we want to. associate only one
statement, then although it may be enclosed inside.{ } block, but it is not

mandatory. It is demonstrated through the following examples.

ee
#include<stdio.h>

_ . .

void main() . .

int a =12;
if (a%2==@)

|

{ ob.

printf (“The variable a contains an even value.”);
printf (“\nYou are doing agreat job.”);.

}
Output: .

The variable a contains an evenvalue.
doing a reat job. oe

| You are gag J 7
|
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he
——Because, when value 12is divided by 2, it gives a remainder equal to 0, so t

condition inside if parenthesesis true. As both the printfstatements are inside {

block, so both the statements get executed.

Now look at the following example:

As the condition inside the ifparentheses is false, and the statements following
the if statement are not inside {} block, so only the 2™ statement is executed
becausewithout a {} block,

only
1*
statementiis considered to be

associated withthe ifstatement.
.

Usingifstatementinc a |

Let's understand the concept of if
statement

using different examples.

PROGRAMMING TIME 3.1
}

Problem: :

|

Write a program in C language that takes the percentage of student as
an input and displays "PASS" if the percentage

iis above 50.
|

#include <stdio.h>
—

‘|

void main()
{

float percentage;
printf (“Enter the percentage: ”);
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</> EXAMPLE CODE 3.2

#include<stdio.h>
void main()
{

int a= 4;
‘intb=5;
if (a > b)

printf(“The value of a is greater than b.”)3.
printf(“\nyYou are doing a.great job.”);.

yo .

Output:

|
You are doing a great job.
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-

————= eeu
scanf (“*f", ‘&percentage).s
if (percentage > 52)

printf (“PASS\A”):;,

Output:
|

On the input 47, program-simply ends because
47 Is

condition turns false.

Enter the percentage : 47
| Cosa

When 67.3 is entered as an input, “PASS” gets printed on console

because condition is true, as 67.3 is greater than 50.

Enter the percentage : 67.3

PASS ‘ iete)

less than 50 and the

67.3> 50?
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Problem:

following formula.

Gross Salary = Basic Salary + (Numberof Items Sold X 8) + Bonus

items are O, then bonusIs Rs. 10000, otherwise bonusis 0.

employee.
\

A marketing firm calculates the salary of its employees according to the

If the number of sold items are more than 100 and the number of
broken

Write a program that takes basic salary, the number of sold and broken.
items as input from user, then calculates and displays the gross salary of

the
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Program:
#include<stdio.h>
void mainc)
{

it basic_Salar items sol i
gross_salary;

Yo d, items_broken,
int bonus - @;

printf(“Enter the basic Salary: ey 5Scant xq» | &basic_Salary);
printf(“Enter the number of items sold: “);Scanf(“%d”, &items_sold);

.

printf(“Enter the number of items broken:*);
scanf("%q", items_broken);if (items_sold 5 100 gg items_broken == 6)

bonus = 1e000;
gross_salary= basic_salary + (items_sold

+

*8) + bonus;printf (“Gross ‘Salary ‘of | the. employee is “xa”,gross_salary);
}
Description:
In the above example, bonusiis initialized to0 because if the number of sold -

items are not more than 100, then automatically bonusis considered 0.
Inside the ifstatement, it is checked that whether the number of sold items
are greater than 100. If so, the bonusis assigned 10000. Itis to be noted that
gross salaryis calculated outside the ifblock, becausewhether the number

[of sold items aremore than 100 or not, the grosssalarymmust becalculated.
|

5656

(‘

57
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Following figure explains the flow of program with the help of a flow chart,

Start

Bonus=0

INPUT | Jf
Items sold, :

bonus=10000

Write a program that takes the age of a
|

person zas aninput and displays
“Teenager” if the age lies between 13and19.
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Write a program that takes year as input and displays “Leap Year" if the
input year is leap year. Leap years are divisible by 4.

|

basicsalary,

items broken

ARE
tems sold>t
tems brokefi

basicsalary+(itemssold*8)+bonus

Stop
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3.2.2 lf-else Statement

Till now, we have demonstrated how to execute a set of instructions if a particular
condition is true, but if the condition turns out to be false then we are not doing

anything. What if we want to execute one set of instructions if a particular
condition is true and another set of instructions if the condition is false. In such
situations we use if-else statement. It executes the set of statements under if
statement if the conditionis true,

otherwise
executes the set of statements under

else statement.

General'structure of theif-else statement is as follows:

tf (condition)
Associated Code

else
Associated Code

Associated code of ifstatementis executed if the condition iis true, otherwise the
code associated with else statementis executed. Following flow chart

shows
the

structure ofFelse statement.

‘Code

|

with.
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Properly indent the instructions under if statement using tab. It improves
the readability of the program.

IMPORTANT TIP

Start

True

Code Associated | |:CodeAssociat
wit

| ‘iF state t

Stop
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Note

ean associated else statement put
a

ttowhich itis associated.

n else

ements under if,
then they must be

ror. In order to

Anlfstatementmay not hav

‘statementmust havean ifstatemen

Before else keyword, if there
are multiple stat

enclosed inside the { } block, otherwise comp! oe
understand this

concept, let's look at
the following examp'-

iler issues an er

else without an
. ERROR

#include<stdio.h> associated if )
void main()
{

int a=15;. 2

if (a%2 == 6)
printf (“The variable a contains.an even value.”);
printf(*\nYou are doing a great job.»); :

else <—

printf(“The variable a contains an odd value.”);
}

K

The above code cannot be compiled,be

biock only one statement is associated with if statement. In this case, the 1°

statement i.e. printf(“The ‘variable a contains an even value.”); is

associated with if statement, but. the 2 statement i.e. printf(“\nYou are

doing a great job.”); is not associated with ifstatement. So, the else part is

cause as discussed earlier, without a {}

also disconnected from if statement. We know that an else block must be

associated to an if block. In order to solve this problem, we can put both
-

_ statements before else keyword inside {} block.
°
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A set of multiple instructions enclosed in braces is called a block ora’
compound statement.
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g code demonstrates this.
|

Followin

winclude<stdio.h>
yoid main()

f
int a=15;
if (a% 2 ==)
{

|
|

+

|

,
- 3

printf(“The variable a contains an even value.”);

printf(“\nYou
are doing a great job.”);

else
printf(“The variable a contains an odd value.”);

}
‘Output: |

The variable a contains an odd value.
oe an |

K

Use of if-else statement ;

The following program takes a character
a

as input and displays “DIGIT”‘if the
character entered by user is a

digit between
0
to 9, otherwise displays "NOT

DIGIT".

#include <stdio.h>
void main()

char input; |

printf (“Please enter a character: “) ;’
scanf. (“%c”, &input);

(input >= '@' && input <= '9"))
printf (“DIGIT\n”);

else ;
|

printf (“NOT DIGIT\n”);
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Output:
|

Cm ~
~

"If user enters a digit, e.g. 5, then “DIGIT” is displayed on the screen.

Please enter a character: 5

DIGIT
If user enters another character, e.g. k, then“NOT DIGIT”is displayed as the
condition turns false.

Please enter a character: k
NOT DIGIT

_

Write a program that takes the value of body temperature of a personasan—
input and displays “You have fever.” if body temperature is more than 98.6

otherwise displays “Youdon't havefever.”

.

If there are more than one instructions under ifstatement or else statement,
|

' enclose them in the form of a block. Otherwise, the compiler considers only
it and further instructions are considered |

Important Note
C language also provides an if-else-if statement that has the following

|

. Structure.
| if (condition 1)

Code to execute if condition 1 is true;
|

!

else if (condition 2)
Code to

execute
if condition 1 is false but condition 2

is
true;

else if (condition N)
- Code to execute if all previous conditions are false but

condition N is true;
else

Code to execute if all the conditions are false;
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™
|

Write a program that takes percentage*fnarks of student as input and
displays his grade. Following table shows grades distribution

criteria,
Percentage Grade

‘180%andabove =——<“i«~S «Cd
70% = 80%

© |

B

60%-70% ©

C

50% - 60% - D

Below 50% IF

Program:
#include<stdio: h>

.
|

|
a

void main() — pits pe{
float percentage;
printf (“Enter the percentage: 4

scanf (KF &percentage) ;_if (percentagé >= 88) en
printf (“A\n”);

else if (percentage >= 70) 0
. printf (“B\n??) ;

else if. (percentage >= 60)
printf (“C\n”) ;

else if (percentage =
78)

oa
|

printf.(“D\n")5. oS‘ else
| ay x

|

printf (F\n")5 |

ii <3
MIL

Wy

Problem:

)5
33
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3.2.3 Nested Selection Structures .

Let's closely observe
the general structure

of an if-else statement given below:

if (condition)
Associated Code

else
|

Associated code

The code associated with an if statement or with an else statement can
be any

valid C language set of statements. It means that inside an if block or inside an

s that

else block, we can have

inside those inner if statements oF |

e statements and so On.

led nested selection structures.

d nested selection structures.

statements or if-els

conditional statements are ca

All the following structures are valli

other ifstatements
or if-else s

f-else statements

tatements. It also mean

we can have even more if

Conditional statements within

1a (condition1 is true)
_if (condition2 is true)

Associated code .

else

Tif (condition1 is true)

Associated code’

(condition2 is true)
Associated code

else
|

if (condition3 is true)
“Associated code

if (condition1 is true).

if (condition2 is true)

else
Associated code’

‘else

Associated code

if (condition is true)

Associated code
©

Jelse

if (condition3 is true) .

if (condition2 is true)
Associated code

else
|

Associated code

if (condition3 is true)
Associated code

-else
Associated code’
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Use of Nested Selection Structures

In order to understand the usage of nested selection structures, let’s have a look

at the following example problem.

Problem:
An electricity billing

company
calculates the electricity bill according to the

following formula.

.
BillAmount

=Numberof UnitsConsumedX UnitPrice
There are two types of electricity users ie. Commercial and Home Users. For
home users the unit price varies according to the following:

Units Consumed Unit Price

|

Units < = 200 Rs 12

Units > 200 but Units < = 400 Rs 15

Units > 400 _ |Rs 20

For
‘commercial

users, the unit price varies according to the following:
Units Consumed Unit Price 7
Units <= 200 Rs 15

Units > 200
but

Units < = 400: Rs 20

Units> 400 Rs 24

Write a program that takes the type of consumer and number of units
consumed as

input.
The program then displays the electricity

bill of the
user.

Program: .

#include<stdio.h>
void main()

i!

{ .

. int units, unit_price, bill;
char user_type;
-printf(“Please enter h for: home user

and Cc for. commercial
user: 7”); -
scanf(“%c”, &user_type);— :

printf(“Please enter the number of units consumed: “);
L scanf(“%d”, &units);
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Q Migs) steele

| Write a program that takes the p

”
j

. Af(units <+ 200)
if(user_type ‘h’')

unit_price = 12;
|

else if(user_type =~ ‘c’)
| unit_price = 15; |

else if(units > 200 & units 4e@)

if(user_type == ‘h') *
|

unit_price = 15;
else if(user_type == 'c') |

unit_price = 20;
|

else |

if(user_type == ‘h’)
unit_price = 15; :

|

else if(user_type == -'c')
unit_price = 24;

bill = units * unit_price;’ printf (“Your electricity bill is %d”, bill);
}

In compound statements, it isa common mistake to omit one or two braces

while typing. To avoid.this error, it is better to type the opening
and closing

braces first and then type the statements in the block.
4

. i

f a university for its different undergraduate |

| The eligibility criteria o
‘

programs is as follows:
BSSE Program: 80% or.moremarks in Intermediate

BSCS Program: 70% ormoremarks in Intermediate

BSIT Program: 60% ormore marks in Intermediate

Otherwise the university do not enroll a student in any of its programs. |

ercentage of Intermediate marks and tells !

for which programs the studentis eligible
to apply.

—

a
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iswLB

|

C programming language also provides Switch-Case
structure to dealwith

conditions, but Switch-Case structure is applicable only in limited
scenarios. The if,

if-else structures
cover all the possible decision makingascenarios,

T

Writeaprogram that takes two
7 integersas input and asks the user to
enter a choice from 1 to 4. The|! -- Addition |

choice Operation

Program should perform the}2 ; Subtraction
—

operation according to the given table —
-

and display the result, 3 Multiplication
4 ‘| Division

324
Solved

Example
ProblemseaePMNSTIME 3.a

Problem: .
|

Writea program that displays largerorieeouttofthethreegiven
numbers.

Program: .

|

include <stdio. h>
_

|
void main()
{0 int nt, n2, n3;. -

printf ("Enter three numbers") ;
scanf ("%d%d%d", &n1, &n2,. 8n3)

5°
(n1 > n2 && nl > n3’)

printf (“The largest number
is “a”, n1);'

‘else if (n2> n3 && n2 > nl). oe
printf ("The largest

number is “a”, n2)3 °°

. ‘else |

printf. ("The largest number is %d", n3);

67
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Problem:
Write a program that calculates the volume of cube, cylinder or sphere,

according to the choice of user.

Program:
#include<stdio.h>
void main()
{

int choice;
float volume;
printf ("Find Volume\n") ;
printf ("1.Cube\n2.Cylinder\n3.Sphere\nEnter, your choice:

")3
|

scanf ("%d", &choice);
if (choice == 1)

{
float length;
printf ("Enter Length: ");
scanf ("%f", &length) ;
‘volume = length * length * length;
printf (“Volume is *f", volume);

}
else if (choice == 2)
{

float length1, radius1;
printf ("Enter Length: “);
scanf (“%f", &length1);. -

|

printf (“Enter Radius: "); .

scanf ("%f", S&radius1);
volume = 3.142 * radius1* radiusi * length1;
printf ("Volume is 4f", volume) ;
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|

else if (choice == 3) ~—

{
a

float radius; ©

printf ("Enter Radius: ");
scanf ("%F", &radius);
volume = 3.142 * radius * radius * radius;
printf ("Volume is %F", volume);

else | , .

printf (“Invalid Choice”);
—

}. ,

\ J

Write a program that finds and displays ararea of a triangle, parallelogram,
| rhombus ortrapezium according to the choice of user. |
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The flow of

thegiven sequence.

The statements which

expressions, relational exp
combination of these.

statements.

the:condition. is.‘true:and.executes

An if statementmay not have:
an associated else statemen

Selection statements.within selection statement
selection structures.

gh control :

program
execution

is controlled throu

e inc language.he. default control: structur

| control;
all

the
statements

areexecuted
iin

statements.

Sequential
control is t

According to the sequentia

hichstatements should be
help us to decide Ww

re called selection
i

|executed’ next, on the basis of conditions,
a

statements. eacodetoit. The |

In ifstatementwe spec!
code gets executed if the specif

5s out to be true,
|

otherwise the code does not get executed.
-

A condition could be any valid expression: including
arithmetic .

ressions, logical
expressions, Or a

fy a condition,
and

|

associat

ified condition turn

The associated code.
in if statement isany validC

language set of |:

if-else statement executes the set
of statements undeerrifstatement if

Sthe set
of statements. under else

otherwise. -
t, but an else

statementmust havean ifstatement to
which itis associated.

s arecalled nested

70
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Qi Muttipie Choice Questions.1) Conditional logic helps ina) decisions _ -b)iterations- 0) traversing - dd) all
-

2) statements. describe the sequence .in.which
statements of theprogram should be executed: a
a)loop

9

|. b)Conditional -¢) Control Ayal
F1

3) In if statement, what happens if condition’
is
false?

|

a) Program crashes
b) Index out of bound error
c) Further code executes:
di).

asks
to

change
condition

Lo
A) intas5;

Compiler

AF
28)

|

else a
cop

if(a>4)
Which of the following statements will execute? ce

b)a- |

_¢) both (a) and (b) d) None5) Which of
the following

is the
condition

to check ais a
factor ofc?aja%c=

b)c% c) a*‘c==0;.
:

_d)atc= =0
6) Acondition can be:any expression,

a) arititematic
©

relational
c)logical oe arithematic, relational or logical

7) An ifstatement inside another ifstatementis called
_

structure.

a)nested . . b) boxed _ @)repeated
- :)) decomposed8) Asetofmultiple instructionsenclosedinbracesis called a

a@)box plist 0 ablock A) job
Q2 Define the following.

| :

ajar

Control Statements 2) Selection Statements |3) Sequential
Control1)

4) Condition 5)Nested Selection Structures

71
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Q3 Briefly answer the following questions.
1) Why do we need selection statements?

2) Differentiate between sequential and selection statements.

3) Differentiatebetweenif and ifelse statementwith an example.

4) Whatis the use of nested selection structures?

5) Write the structure of ifstatementwith brief description.

Q4 Identify errors in the following code segments. Assume that

variables have already been declared.

a) if (x 2 10)
printf (“Good”) ;

b) if (a<b&&b<c);
7 sum=a+bD+C;.

else
multiply =a*b*c;_

c) if (a<7<b)
printf (“7”);

d) if (a ==b &| x ==y)
flag = true;

else ~

flag = false;

e) if (sum == 6@ || product == 175)
printf (“Accepted %c), sum);

else
|

if (sum >= 45 || product > 100)
printf (“Considered %d” + sum) ;

else
|

printf (“Rejected”);
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Q5 Write down output of the following code segments.
a) inta=7, b = 10;'
a=a+b;

|

|

if (a> 20 &&b< 20)
b=a+ b;

printf ( « a=%d, b=%d”, a, b)sb) int x = 45;
if (x

4

+ 29 * 7 == 455)
printf (“Look's Good”) ;

else .

|

printf (“Hope for the Best”); -

c) charcl='yY', c2='N
| |

ni=5, n2=9;
‘nd =nl+1; | |

cl =c2;

if (n1 ==n2 && cl === 2)
printf (“4d =ad and %c =a”, ni, nd, c1,, 1);

3

else |

if (n1'< n2 && ct 2) |

‘printf (“%d < %d and %c =%c”,n1, n2, 1; c2)3
else

|

printf (“Better. Luck Next Time!) ;

73
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d) inta = 24, b=22,c=7, d=15;

a-=-b+c+d;
if ‘a- 160 )

a@-a*2;
b=b’"¢;
c=c-+-d;
if{a+bésc==d)
{

.

c=d;
b=c;
a=b; -

}
else

if |] b >=d+c)
{ -

d=c*c;
‘a=b*b;

printf (“a=%d, b=%d, c=%d, d=%d”, a, b, c, d);
e) intx=5,y=7,z=9;

if (x%2==@)
X4++;

else
X=y+Z;

printf (“x =%d\n’, x);
Gf (x42 ==1 By %2 1 &&zZ%2==1)|

_ printf (“All are Oda’) ; ;

if (x>y|[x<z)
{

if (x>y)
yt; .

else
if (x<z)

X4++43

J
printf (“x =%d, y =%d, z = %d”, x, y, z);

74
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Exercise?
Write a program that takes two integers as input and tells whether first one is a
factor of the second one?
Exercise 2
Write a

program tat takes a number as input and displays “YES” if the input
number is a multiple of 3, and has 5 in unit's place e.g. 15,75.
Exercise3

- Following is the list of discounts available in “GroceryMart”.

Total Bill .
*| Discount

1000 - 10%

2500t”™” 120%

5000 35%

10000 oe 50%

Write a program that takes total bill as input and tells how much discount the

user has got and what is the discounted price.
:

|

Exercise 4 |

Write a program that takes as input, the originalprice and sale price of a product

and tells whether the product is sold onprofitor loss. The program should also

tell the profit/loss percentage.
Exercise 5 .

Write a program that takes as input, the lengths of 3 sides of a triangle and tells

whether itis a right angle triangle or not. For aright angled triangle,

hypotenuse’ = base’ + height’.
Exercise 6

|

Following is the eligibili
* Atleast 60% marks in Matric.

|

At least 65% marks in Intermediate (Pre-Engineering
or ICS).

ty criteria for admission in an IT University.
-

- At least 65% marks in entrance test.
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Write a program that takes as input, the obtained and total marks of Matric,

Intermediate and Entrance Test. The program should tell whether the studentis
eligible or not.

_ Exercise7_
Write a program that

calculates the bonus an
employee

can get on the following
basis:

|

Salary
©

Experience with Company Bonus Tasks Bonus

10000 2 Years {5 1500

10000 3Yers ~

© |10 .. . [2500

25000 '|3Years ‘4 2000

75000 «=s«(|4Years 3500

100000 5 Years
| .

10 5000

\eeprogram should take as input, the salary, experience and number of bonus

taskspf the employee.
The program should display the bonus on the screen.

76
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DATA AND REPETITION
Students Learning Outcomes
After completing this unit studentswill be able to

@ Understandthe structure of array
Declare and use one dimensional arrays
Use variable as an index in array
Read and write values in aray
Explain the concept of loop structure
Know that for loop structure is composed of:
o For
o Initialization expression

Test expression
Body of the loop
Increment/decrement expression

m@ Explain the concept of a nested loop
:

/
@ Use loops to read andwrite data in array

4
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Computer Science Unit4:Dataand Repotltion
Unit Introduction

While writing computer programs, we may find situations where we need to

process large quantities of data. The techniques that we have learnt oo far may

not seem suitable in these situations. So we need to have better mechani.ns for

storage and processing of large amounts of data. Another common problem

that we face is how to repeat a set of instructions for multiple times without

writing them again and again. This chapter discusse. the way. that C

programming language provides in orderto deal with data and repetitions.

4.1 Data Structures
In the previous chapters, we learnt how to store pieces of data in the variables.

"What ifwe need to store and process large amount of data e.g. the marks of 100
students? Probably, we need to declare 100 variables, which does not seem an

appropriate solution. So, high level programming languages provide data

structures in order to store and organize data, A data structure can be defined as

follows:

Data structure is a container to store collection of data items ina

specific layout.

Different data structures are available in C programming language, however this .

chapter discusses only one of them, which is called Array. \t is one of the most

commonly used data structures.
|

_

4,1.1 Array
An array is a data structure that can hold multiple values of same data type e.g. an
"int array can hold multiple integer values, a float array can hold multiple real

values and so on. An important property of array is that it stores all the values at

consecutive locations inside the computermemory.
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4.1.2 Array Declaration
InC language, an array can be declared as follows:
rc —

|

| eee
of data toa maximum number of |

|Stored in array
—

elements that can be stored..
-———_——

data_type array_name[array_size];

identifier of
array 7

|
>

Ifwe want to declarean array of type int that holds the daily wages of a laborer
for seven days, then we can declare it as follows:

int daily_wage[7];
|

Followingis the example of the declaration of a float
type array that holds marks

of 20students. -

Float marks[20];
4.1.3 Array Initialization —_.

Assigning values to an array for the first time, is called array initialization. An array
can be initialized atthe time of its declaration, or later.

Arrayinitialization at the
time ofdeclaration can bedonein the

following
manner.

_ data_typearrayname[N] =(valuel, value2, value3,.. --valueN);
Following example demonstrates the declaration and initializationofa float
array to store the heights of seven persons.

79
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float height[7] = {5.7, 6.2, 5.9, 6.1, 5.0, 5.5, 6.2};

Here is another example that initializes an array of characters to store five vowels
of English language.

char vowels[5] ={'a', 'e', ‘i', '0', ‘u'};
Important Note:
Ifwe do not initialize an array at the time of declaration, then we need to

initialize the array elements one by one. It means thatwe cannot initialize

all the elements of array in a single statement. This is demonstrated by
the following example.

_ The compiler generates an error on the above example code, aswe try to

initialize thewhole array in one separate statement after declaring it.

4.14Accessingarrayelements
Each element of an array has an index that can be used with the array name as

array_namefindex] to access the data stored at that particular index.

First element has the index 0, second element has the index 1 and so on. Thus

height(0] refers to the first element of array height, height[1] refers to the second
element and so on. Figure 4.1 shows graphical representation

of array height
initializedin the last section.

tt o> ys oNsd at ast lad aot
5.7 | 62 |)

5.9 |} 6.1) 5.0] 5.5 | 6.2
Index———>_ 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

Figure 4.1: Graphical representation of array height
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void main()
1{- (ERROR|array after declaration},

initializing whole ))

not allowed
int array[5];-
array[5]= {10, 20, 30, 40, 50};<
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ETT ere hie >

Write a program that stores the ages of five persons in an array,

displays on screen.
Solution:
#include<stdio.h> os
void main()
{

and then

int age[5];
/* Following statements assign values at different

~ indices of array age.We can see that the first value is
stored at index @

and
the last value is. stored at index 4

*/
age[{Q] = 25;
age[1] = 34;
age[2] = 29;
age [3] = 43;
age[4] =19;_
/* Following statement displays the ages of five persons

. stored in the array */
printf(“The ages of five persons are: %d, %d, %d, 4d,

—%d”, age [0], age[1], age[2], age{3], age[41);

[<2] PROGRAMMING TIME 4.2
|

—
Write a program that takes the marks obtained

irin4 subjects as input from|

the user, calculates the total marks
and displays

onscreen.
Solution:
#include<stdio.h>
voidmain(){ |

float marks [4], total.marks;3
printf (“Please enter“the marks . obtained: in 4 subjects:
scanf (“KFRFXERE”,Anarks [0],“narks {115 anarks (21,
&marks [3]); ;

~total_marks = marks [a] +marks{1] 4+ marks{2j +marks[3];
-printf (“Total marks obtained by. student are %f”,
total_|marks )

5
|

|

} J
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4.1.5 Using variables as array indexes
Avery important feature ofarrays is thatwe can use variables as array indices e.g.
look at the following program:

a</> EXAMPLE CODE 4.2

#include<stdio.h>
void main()
{

int array[5] = {10, 28, 30, 40, 50};
|

. inti; .

/* Following statements ask the user to input an index
into variable i. */
printf(“Please enter the index

whose
value you want to

|!

display”); .

scanf(“%d”, &i);
/* Following statement displays the value of the arrayat the index entered by user. */
printf(“The value is Xd”, array[i]);

}
S

Following program demonstrates thatwhen we change the value of a variable,
its later usage uses the updated value.

Se EXAMPLE CODE4.3 5

#include<stdio. h>-void main()
{

int
arrayl5]

= {10, 20, 30, 49, 50};inti=
/* Following statementdisplays value 30, as i contains2 and the value at array[2] is 3@

*f
printf(“%d”, array[i]);
i++;
7* Following statement displays value 48, as i has beenincremented to 3 and the value at

array[3]
is

48. */printf ("\ndd”, arrayli);
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4.2 Loop Structure
Ifwe need to repeat one or more statements, then we use loops. For example, if

we need to write Pakistan thousand times on the screen, then instead ofwriting

printf(“Pakistan”); a thousand times, we use loops. C language provides
three kind of loop structures:

1- Forloop
2- While loop
3- DoWhile loop

In this chapter, our focus is on for loops.

4.2.1 General structure of loops
lf we closely observe the process that humans follow for repeating a task for

specific number of times then it becomes easier for us to understand the loop

structures that C language provides us for controlling the repetitions. .

Let's assume that our‘Sports instructor asks us totake 10 roundsofthe ..

|

™ running track. How doweperformthistask? Firstwe'set a counter to 3
Zero,becausewe have not yet taken a single

round of the track. Thenwe
:

start taking the rounds. After eachround we increase our counter by 1

~”and check whetherwe have completed 10 rounds or not yet. Ifwe.have—
Sa not yet completed the 10-rounds then we again

take a round, ‘increase

. our counter by 1, and again check whether we have taken
10

rounds or.

~ not.We repeat this processtill ourcounter:reaches 10.° RY oo
Different programming languages follow similar

philosophy iin the loop

structures for repeating a set of instructions.

4.2.2 General syntax of for loop
_ InC programming language, for loop has the following general syntax.

|

for(initialization; condition; increment/decrement)
{ |

Code to repeat
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N Order to understand the for loop structure let's look at the following flow chart.

BE iricrementi**
«Decrement ..

t
Execute

Associated Code

Start

Hittalizatia

ndit

Stop

From the flow chart,we can observe the following sequence:
T- Initialization is the first part to be executed in a for loop. Here we initialize

our counter variable and then move to the condition part.
Condition is checked, and if it turns out to be false, then we come out of

loop. .

|

3- Ifthe condition is true, then bodyofthe loop is executed.
4- After executing the body of loop, the counter variable is increased or

decreased depending on the used logic, and then we again move to the

step2.
|

After executing the body of loop, the counter variable is increased or decreased |

depending on the used logic, and thenwe again move to the step 2.
IPS law) —

for(int i =0; i <3; i++)
{

}
Output:
Pakistan
Pakistan
Pakistan

printf (“Pakistan\n”) ;
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:

Description: “Contintied
Ifwe observe the written code and compare it to the flowchart description,
we can see the following sequence of execution. |

- Initialization expression is executed, i.e. int i = 0. Here counter
variableiis declared and initialized with value 0.
Condition is tested, i.e. i<3. As variable i has value 0which is less than
350

condition turns out to be true, and we moveto the body of the
loop.
Loop body is: executed, i.e.

printf(Pakistan\n‘);
thus Pakistan is

displayed on screen.
4- Increment/decrement expression is executed, i.e. i++. Thus the value

of i is incremented by 1. As variable i had value 0; so after this
statement icontains value 7. |

5- Now condition is again tested. Because, value of i is 7 which is less
‘than 3 so condition again turns. out-to be true and loop body is
executed again i.e. Pakistanis again displayed on screen. The valueof igets incremented to 2.

6- Now conditionis again tested. Because, value ofiis 2 which
i
is less

_

than 3 so Pakistanis again displayed on screen. The value.ofi gets
incremented to 3.

7- Now conditionis again tested. Because, valueof i is 3 which
i
is not less

than 3, so the condition turns
out to be

false
and control comes

out of
the loop. /

Write a program that displays
the values from 1 -- 10 on the

@

computer
screen.
Program:

|

for(int i= 1;i<= 10; ist) Fie

{ al adres
printé(“%Kd\in”, i);

oe PROGRAMMING TIME 4.3

eee ess
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The

Write a program that displays the table of 2.

[xe] PROGRAMMINGTIME 4.4”

Write a program that calculates the factorial of a number. input by
user.

Program Logic:
When wewant to solve a problem programmatically, firstwe need to know

exactlywhatwewant to achieve.
In this example, we are required to find the

| factorial of a given number, so first we need to know the formula to find

factorialof anumber.

Ni=1*2*3*4*..*(N-—1)*N
We can see the pattern thatis being repeated, so we can solve the problem

[using
for loop.

. /
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Description:
Consider the example program given above.

e First of all, the value of iis set to 7 and then condition is checked.

e Asthe condition is true (1<=10) so loop body executes. As i
n the loop

body, we are displaying the value of the counter variable, so 7 is

displayed on console.

After increment, the value of i becomes 2. The condition is again

checked. Itis true as (2<= 10) so this time 2 is printed.

The procedure continues till 70is displayed
and after increment the

value ofibecomes 77. Conditionis checked and it turns out to be

false (11>70) so the loop finally
terminates after printing the

numbers from7to 70.

IMPORTANT TIP.

Always make sure that the condition becomes false at some point,.

otherwise the loop repeats infinitely and never te
rminates.

-@* DID YOU KNOW?

Each run of a loop is called an iteration.



]
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‘
!

Program:
#include<stdio.h»>
void main()
{ .

int n, fact = 1;
printf(“Please enter a positive number whose factorial
you want to find”); |

scanf(“Zd”, &n);
for(int i=1; i<=n; i++)

fact = fact * i;
}

|

printf(“The factorial:of input number.%d is %d”, n,
fact); :

}
Description:
Following table shows the working of program, if the input number is 5. It}

|

demonstrates the changes in the values ofvariables at each iteration.
Iteration |Valueof counter |Condition ‘Loop body Result

fact=1
1 i=1 |

TRUE (1<=5) |

fact =fact *i |fact=1"1=1

2 i=2 TRUE (2<=5) |

fact =fact *i |fact=1*2=2 272%].
3 i=3_ |TRUE(3<=5) | fact =fact*i |fact=2"3=6| i=4

TRUE (4<=5) | fact =fact*i |fact=6"4=24

15. i=5 TRUE (5<=5) |

fact =fact *i | fact=24"5=120
6 i=6 {FALSE (6>5)

|

4.2.3 Nested Loops

Let's carefully observe the general structure of a loop. .

7
for(initialization; condition; increment/decrement)
{

Code to repeat
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We can Observe that Code to repeat could be any valid C language code. It can

also be anotherfor loop e.g. the following structure
is a valid loop structure.

fr(initialization; condition; increment/decrement)
|

|

for(initialization; condition; increment/decrement)

if
‘Code to repeat

}
}

When we use a loop inside another loop, itis called nested loop structure.

When do we use nested loops?
When we want to repeat a pattern for multiple times, then

we use nested loops,

e.g. if 10 times we want to display the numbers from 1 — 10.We can
do this by

writing the code of displaying the numbers from 1 - 10 in another loop that runs
10

times.

[<2] PROGRAMMING TIME 4.5 —_— ——————

‘Problem: |

Write a program that 5 times displays the numbers from 1-10 on computer
screen,

—~

| Program:
—

#include<stdio.h>
void main{)

for(int i =1; i <=5; i++)
{

for(intj =1; j <= 10; j++)

printf(“’d ”, 7);
} |

printf(“\n”);
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Output:
‘Hereis the output ofabove program.
112345678910
12345678919
12345678910
12345678910
12345678910
Description:

Continued

As we understand the working of inner loop, so here let's focus on outer
loop.

|

1- For the value i = 7, condition in outer loop is checked which is true (1
_

<= 5),so whole iinner loop iis executed and numbers from 1-10 are
displayed. a

_2- When control gets outofinner
r

loop, printf("\n”); is executed
whichinserts a new line on console.

3- Then i is incremented and it becomes 2. As it is less than 5, so
condition is true. The whole inner loop is executed, and thus
numbers from 1-10 are againdisplayed on screen.

Coming o

out of
theinner loopnewlineisinserted again.4-- After five times displaying thenumbers from 1.- 10 on screen, the

‘value of i gets incremented to 6and
condition

of outer loop turns
. false.So outer loop also terminates.

Problem:
Write a programto display the following patternofStars on screen. vee* .

.
. 6

aK

kkeEKK

EEE

kkk
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( Program:
#include<stdio.h>
void main()
{

for(int i =1; i <= 6; i++)
{ °

2

for(int j=1; j <= 43 j+t)
printf (“*”)

printf(“\n”)

}
Description:
Hereis the description ofabove code.

|

1- As we have to display 6 lines containing stars, so we run the outer

loop from 1 to 6.

2. We can observe that
in
the given patternwehave 1 star on 1" line, 2

stars on 2™ line, 3 stars on 3" line and so on. So, the inner loopis

dependent on the outer loop, i.e. if
counter of outer loop is 1 then

d run 1 time, if the counter of outer loopis 2 then
inner loopshoul
inner loop should run.2 times and so on. SO,we use the counter of

outer loop in the termination condition of inner loop ie. j <= i.

3..When outer loop counteri has value1, inner loop only runs 1 time,

so only 1 star is displayed.When outer loop counter is 2, theinner
loop runs 2 times, so 2 stars are displayed and the process is

repeated until six lines are complete.

\ IMPORTANT.aia
We can use if structures inside loop structures orrloop structures inside if
structures in any imaginable manners.
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4.2.4 Solved Example PrProblems
che ee

Problem:
|

Write a program that counts
multiples

of a given number
lying between

two numbers. |

Program:
#include <stdio. h>
void main ()
{

int.n, lower, upper, count = @; .

printf ("Enter-the number: "); >
| scanf ("ad", &n);printf ("Enter© theLower.“and~upper ‘Limitofmultiples:\n");
_scanf ("%dkd", &lower, ,Bupper);
for(int i = lower; i <= upper; i++)if(i an == 0)

oe, count++; oe
printf (“Number of:multiples:of ed between

xdand Kd
are

ad" 5 n, lower, upper, count);

|
Problem:
Write a program

1

to:find even numbers
i
In

n

integers 1ranging

g

from
nt to n2|

(wheren7is greater than n2).
Program: / Ht

| #include <stdio.h>
voidmain(),

dint ni, n2;-
printf ("Enter ‘the. lower: ‘and--upper ‘Lint.of even

-
numbers: . |

scanf ("%ded",.an2, &n1);
\n")5
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Continued
if(n1 > n2)
{

for (int i= ni; i >= 12) I--)
{

if(i% 2 == 0)
printf ("Xd "s i);

}
}

}
L

Scanned with CamScanner
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Problem:
Write a program to determine whether a given number is prime number or

not.

Program:
#include <stdio.h> |

void main ()
{

int n;
int flag = 1;
printf (“Enter a number: “);
scanf ("X%d", &n);
for (int i= 2; i<n; i++)
{

if (n% i == @)"flag = @;

}
if (flag == 1) .

printf (“This is a prime number") ;
else

.

printf ("This is not a prime number");
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Problem:

|

Write a program to display prime numbers ranging
from 2 to 100.

Program:
|

Bee # include<stdio. h>
int main () |

. -int flag;_
. for (int j=23 j <= 100; je).
{

flag = 1;

for (int,i= 25 i< jsist)
AEG % i:208) oe ges Wo hg Pape

flag = 6;

1)

A
4,2:5 Loops andArrays oeaa Dagens
As variables can beused as array indexes, so" we ‘can use’

e

loops to perform

different operations on arrays. lfwewant todisplaythe
whole array, then instead

—

|

ofwriting all the elements oneby’one, we can loop
0
overthearray elements

by .

using the loop counter as arrayindex:
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In the following, we discuss howTops can be used to read and write values in

arrays.

1) Writing valuesin Arrays using Loops: Using loops, we can easily take

input in arrays. Ifwewant to take input
from user in an array of size 10, we can

simply use a loop as follows:

int a[10];
for (int i = 6; 1 < 10; i++)

scanf ("%d", &a[i]);

[2] PROGRAMMING TIME 4.11

Problem:
Write a program that assigns first 5 multiples of 23 to an array of size 5.

Program:
#include<stdio.h>
void main()
{

intmultiples [5];
for (int i = 6; i<5; i++)

multiples[i]= Ch *235 |
+1)

Reading values from Arrays using Loops: Let's see how loops help usin

reading the values from array. The following code can be used to display the

elements ofan array having 100 elements:

</> EXAMPLE CODE 4.6

for (int i =0; i< 100;in)
|

print#(*xd ",
.
atins

The following code
can be used to add all the elements ofaan array

y

having 100

elements.
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a
| int sum = @;
for(int i = 0; i < 100; i++)

Sum = sum + a[i]; |

printf(“The sum of all the elements of array is xd”, Sum);

4.2.6 Solved Example Problems

ke] PROGRAMMING TIME 4.12

Problem:
_

: |Write a program that
adds corresponding elementsofttwoOarrays.|

Program:
|

#include <stdio.h>7.22 >
=

“|Woidmain ()- 2" 90
©

{ Lo.
| int a[] = {2,-3, 54, 22,.67,34,-29,

19}5-.. . int b[] = (65,73,26,.10, 4,-2,:84,;. Le

for (ant i=@;.1<8;Att). ak
- printf ("%d. ",+e]}+b
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Write a program that takes as input the marks obtained in matriculation by
30 students of a class. The program should display the average marks of
the class.
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Gum= Data structure is a container to store collection of data items in a

specific layout.
|

m AnArrayisa data structure that can hold multiple values of same data

type. It stores all the values at contiguous locations inside the

computer's memory.
m InClanguage, an array can be declared as follows:

data_type array_namefarray_size];
o Data Type is the type of data thatwewant to store in the array.
o Array Name is the unique identifier that we use to refer to the

array,
o Array Size is the maximum number of elements that the array

can hold.
.

mM Assigning values to an array for the first time, is called Array
Initialization. An array can be initialized at the time of its declaration,
or later. Array initialization at the time of declaration can be done in

~

the following manner.

data_typearray_name[N] = {value1, value2, value3,..., valueN};
Each element of an array has an index that can be used with the array
name as array_namefindex] to access the data stored at that particular
index. Variables can also be used as array indices.

|

@ Loop Structure is used to repeat a set of statements. Three types of
loops are for loop, while loop, do-while loop.

mM inc
programming

language, for loop has the following general
Structure.

for(initialization; condition; increment/decrement)
{

}
m When we use a loop inside another loop, it is called nested loop

structure.We use nested loops to repeat a pattern multiple times.
™ Loops make iteasierto read and write values in arrays.

Code to repeat;
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a Multiple Choice
Questions1) An array is a

{i

GE
goo!

Jitu
_

structure. -
a) Loop . b) Control Data2) Array elements are stored at Conditional

d)

Memory. locations, aed_a) Contiguous _

_.b)Scattered — Divided —d) None .If the size of an array is 100, the range of indexeswillbe+a) 0-99 oe --b) 0-100 1-100.4)

3) c)

4d) 2-102——___structureallows repetition ofa set of j
instructions.a)loop- b) Conditional c) Control

d)Data5) is the unique identifier, used to refer to the array.a) Data Type b) Array name
.9 Array size d) Nonéa6) Array, can be initialized

declaration,a) At the time of b) After 9 Before d)Both
:a&b7) Using loops inside loopsis called ~Joops. -

a-)) For _ b)While
|

©) Do-while
| d)8) __

|

part of forloop
is

e

executed first.
a)Condition

== 7b) Body .
c) Initialization

=~

:d) Incement/Decrement

Nested
Vt |

9) make it easier to read andwrite Values jin array.a) Loops b) Conditions oO) Expressions ~“d) Functions
10) To initialize thearray ina single statement,initializeit.

declaration.
| a aEaa) At the time of b) After “¢) Before ‘a)Both 2 &b-4

97,
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Q2 Define the following terms.

2) Array

5) Nested Loops
1) Data Structure

3) Array Initialization

4) Loop Structure

Q3 Briefly answer the following
Quest

nswer.

ions.

1) Is loop a data structure? Justify your a

2) What is the use of nested loops?

3) Whatis the advantage of initializing an arra

4) Describe
the structure

of a for loop.

5) How can you declare
a

an array? Brie

y at the time of declaration?

fly describe the three parts
of array

declaration.-
Q4 Identify the errors.in th

|

a) int a[] = ({2},{3}.{4})5
e followingcode segments.

b) for (int i =0, i<10, itt)
7

printf (“%d\n”, 1)5
.

¢)
int a[] = {1,2,3,4,5};
for (int j =@;j<5; j++) .

printf (“ad “; a(j))s

d) float f[] = (1-4, 3-55 7-3. 5-935
|

int size=43. -:

for (int n =-1;n< size; n--)
_ print (“HE\N,

FIN])5

_e) int count=@;

_ for (int i= 4; 1< 6; i--)
for (int j=i, 3< 45; je)
{

count++;
printf (“%count”, count)

}
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Q5 Write down output of the following code segments.

a) int sum = @, p;
for (p=5; p<= 25; p=p+S)

sum = sum + 5;
printf (“Sum is Xd”, sum);

b) int 4;
for (i = 34; i <= 60; i = i * 2)

printf (“* “);
c) for (int i = 50; i <= 5@; i++)

{
for (j =i; j >= 48; 5--)

printf (“j =%d \n", j)sprintf (“i=%d\n”, i)s} /

qd) inti, arr[] = (2, 3, 4, 5S, 6, 7, 8};(i =@;4< 73 it+)-oe
| |

printf (“%d\n”, arr[i]* arr[i]);
i++;

e) int i,j;
, float ari[) = (1.1, 1.2, 1:3};
Float ar2[] = {2.1, 2.2, 2.3};for (i = 0; i < 33 i++)

|

For (j= 15 5 < 35 j++)

- ‘Unit4: Dataand Repetition

printf (“%F\n”,
aratay’

*

ar2tj] +4 *5)5
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Use loops to print the following patterns on console.
a) kkhkkh

kkkkh

kkikkk

b) A
BC

DEF
GHU
KLMN

Exercise 2
Write a program that takes two positive integers a and bas input and displays the

value ofa’.
Exercise 3
Write a program that takes two numbers as input and displays their Greatest

Common Divisor (GCD) using Euclideanmethod.

Exercise 4
Write a program to display factorials numbers from1 to 7. (Hint: Use Nested

Loops)
Exercise 5

|

Write a program that takes 10 numbers as input in an array and displays the

productoffirst and lastelementon console.

Exercise 6
Write a program that declares and initializes an array of7 elements and tells how

manyelements in the array are greater than 10.

het sgt
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. Students Learning Outcomes.
. After completing this unit studentswill be able to

a
Explain the concept and types of functions

a @ Explain theadvantages of using functions a .
.

_ m@ Explain the signature of function (Name, Arguments, Return type)
,

@ Explain the following terms related to functions
0 Definition of a function’
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Unit Introduction
A good problem solving approach is to divide the problem

into multiple smaller

parts or sub-problems. Solution of the whole problem thus consists of solving
_

the sub-problems one by one, and then integrating all the solutions. In this way,
it becomes easier for us to focus ona single smaller problem at a time, instead of

thinking about the whole problem all the time. This problem solving approach is
called divide and conquer. C programming language providesus with functions
that allow us to solve a programming problem using the divide and conquer
approach. In this chapter, we will learn the concept of functions, their
advantages, and how to work withthem,

.

5.1 Functions
Afunctionisa block of statements which performs. aparticular task, e.g. printfiisa
function thatis used to display anything on computer screen, scanfis another
function thatis used to take input from the user. Each program has a main
function which performs the tasks programmed by the user. Similarly, v

we can
write other functions and use them

multiple times. _

3.1.1 Types of Functions
There are basically two types of

functions:
1) Built-inFunctions

2) User
Defined Functions

~

Built-in Functions
The functions which are available in C Standard Library.are called built--infunctions. These functionsperform commonly used ‘mathematical calculations,
string operations, input/output operations etc. For

‘example, printf
and scanfare’built-in functions.

,

UserDefined Functions

Thefunctions which are defined by a
programmer are called user-defined

functions. In thischapterwe will learn how towrite user defined
functions. _
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5.1.2 Advantagesof Functions

‘Functions
provide us several advantages.

1) Reusability: Functions provide reusability
of code. It means thatwhenever

we need to use the functionality provided by the function, we just call the
_

function.We do not need towrite the same set of statements again and again.
|

2). Separation of tasks: Functions allow us to separate the code of one task
from the code of other tasks. Ifwe have a problem in one function, then we do
not need to check thewhole program for

removing
the problem.We just need

to focus at one single function.
|

3) Handling thecomplexityof the problem: Ifwe write the whole program
as a single procedure, management of the program becomes difficult.
Functions divide the program intosmaller Units, and thus reduce the

_ complexity ofthe problem. _
4) Readability: Dividing the program into multiple functions, improves the
readability ofthe program. —-

5.1.3 Signatureofa Function
A functionis a block of statements that gets

s

some inputs and provides

s

some

output. Inputs ofa function are called parameters of the function, and output of
the functionis called its return value.A function

can have multiple parameters,

but it cannot return more than one values.

Function signature is used to define the.inputs and output ofa function. The’

general structure ofa functionsignature is as follows:-
|

function identifier ,
|

return_typefunction_name(data_types, data__type2,...data_sypen);
datatypeof{ data types of |

return value oo function parameters

14 me
me
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Table 5.1 shows the descriptions of some functions and their signatures.

Function Description . |Function Signature i”
A-function that takes an integer as|int square (int);
input and returns its square.
A function that takes length and .

. width. ofa rectangle as input and| perimeter (float, float);returns: the perimeter of the]
rectangle.

A function that takes three integers int largest (int, ‘int, int);as input and returns the largest
|

|

| value among them.

A function that takes radius of a|float area (float);circle as input and returns the area
ofcircle.

A function that takes a character as|int isVowel (char);
input and returns 1, if the character
isa

a vowel,
otherwise returns 0.

float

_ Table
5.1: Some functions and their Signatures

5.74 Defining a Function.
The function signature does not describe how the function performs the task
assigned to it. Function definition does that. A function definition has:

thefollowing general structure.

returntype function.
name

(dataa_typevarl, data_typevar2,.., datatypevar){

7 Body of the function

1 etd dice eRe see ee TRF ete ale eek OO
eh pete
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3 Bodyof the functionis the setofstatementswhich are executedinthefunciontoperform the specified task. Just after the function's signature, the set ofstatements enclosed inside {} form the body ofthe function,
CREP

Following example defines a function showPangram() that does not take,anyinput and does not return anything, but displays A quick brown foxjumps over the.lazy dog. on computer screen. |

|

void showPangram()
= |

|_I — |— print£(\na quick - brown fox jumps over thedog. \n) 5
|

lazy

|

As the above
function

does hot
returnmanythingtthusreturnn type of

the function is
void. -

|

Let's take another example ofa function that
takes as

input two integers
and.

returns the sum of both integers...

CB EXAMPLECODE 5.2

—

int neg
ent

x, int y -(SNE parameters.of “funetion|_
: int result; - xeturn.type. 5 .

result = x
function”name.

~peturn-results:9} bie we aed

7 Inside the
function, return

isakeyword thati
is used to return avalueto the calling

-

function.
|

Important Note: oA

A function cannot return more
-
‘thanone values. egthe following”

~

statement results in a compilererror.|
return (4, 5)3

function name

+¥;
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‘Important Note:
There may be multiple return statementsin a unction but as soon as the

first retur statement is executed, the function call returns and further
|

, Statements inthe body of function are not executed.
|

Using a Function

We need to call a function, so that it performs the programmed task. Following is

the general structure used to makea function call.

funetion_name(value1, value2,.., valueN);

For example, let's observe the following program.

</> FXAMPLE CODE S.3
— ~

void main() |

.

printf (“Hello from main()”);
. showPangram() ;Je——|function
printf (“Welcome back tomain()”) a

| ,
|

oe
Output: me a
Hello from main() -

|

:

A quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog.

Welcome
back tomain() | J

We can seethat the program starts its execution from main function. When it

encounters a function call (inside the rectangle), it transfers the control to called

function. After executing the statements of called function, the control is

transferred back to the calling function, Le.main( inthe above example.

The following program inputs two numbers and displays their sum.

The statement inside the rectangle in the following code includes a calltothe add
function defined in previous section.
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ESTES
void main ()

Vn > intnl, n2, SUM; |

scanf
("%d%d" &n1, &N2)5}function name

sum =(add (n1, n2);|< -
7

function call
| printf ("Sum is %d", sum); function arguments

U
. |

‘Inthe function call n7 and n2 are arguments to the function add( discussed in

Example 5.2.

Va riable sumis declared to store the result returned from the function addo.

The variables passed as arguments are not altered by the function. The

function makes a
copy

of the
variables and

all the modifications are made to

that copyonly.©
‘In the above example when n7 and n2éare passed, the function makes copies

of these variables. Thevariablex is the copyof and the variable y is the copy

of n2.

Important Note: |

The values passed to the functionare called arguments, whereas variables

in the function definition that receive.these
valuesare called

d parameters
of the

function.
|

In the above example, values of variablesni and n2 are arguments to the ~

function addQ, whereas the
variables:

x
and y iiside function add(

are

parameters of the funetion. _
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importantNote: .

It is not necessary to pass the variables with same names to the function

as the names of the parameters. However, we
can also use same names,

~

Here another important point is that even ifwe use same names, still the

variables used in the function are a copy of the original variables. Thisis

illustrated here through following example:

wie . >

#include<stdio.h>

void fun(int x, int y)

Cos
=20; cums pice

ay = 10; af md

print (Values of x and y inFun():
%d Ld”,

Xs
y);

.

voidmain()

“Ant x +28,
y =

= 20;
|

|

fun(x,yyg esBe, Sasa ee ossf
printf(“Values '6of x:andy inmain()?

“ed1a? x,i
|

Output: a
.L Values. of

>

x‘and y-in.fun(): 2010| wh

[Values of x and y in main(): 10 20° os, San Dit e, : J
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lmportani Note:

Following points must be kept in mind for the
arrangement

of
functionsina program.

1- If the definition of called function appears before the definition of
calling function, then function signature is not required.

2- Ifthe definition of called function appears after tee definition of calling
function, then function signature of called function must be written
before the definition of calling function.

Both the following code structures are valid.

a) int add(int, int); ._ |b) int add(int a, int b)
voidmain() - |

{ return a+b;
printf("%d "add(4,.5))3| } |

} void main()-
int add(inta, intb) { o —

"add(4,5) °

return a+b; | }
; —

|

ea PROGRAMMINGTIME 5.1
Problem:
Write a function isPrime( that takes a number as input and returns 1 if the
|

input numberis prime, otherwise returns 0. Use this function
inmaino..

Program:
|

#include <stdio.h> :

|

int prime (intn)
t

£(?%d

‘for (int i = 2; i<n; i++) a
if(n% i Q@)

!

|

return @;
|

return 1;

40
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(void maino

vob Fe intys
("Please enter a number:DE“scant ("%d", &x);-

if (prime (x))
ep print("Kd is a PrimeNumber”

|

printé. ("%d ss notpraia mamber*x5
»X)3

else

Problem: - 9
||

Writea functionwhich takes a positivenumberaassinputandrreturristhessum2 of numbers from Otothat number. Beets eS =

|‘Program: ae PSL woe
Aintt digitssum(intny ee I

| int sum. == 03. oe°

“for(int:i== @5-;i <=13 itt)
coh ee

- int. number;
printf ("Please enter japositive number:oe scanf("ad" &number ) 5 a so

sum +1;

return sum;

void main()

)3
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f. if(number >= @) ae
4

|e - int sum == digitsSum (number) ;

printf ("The sum of numbers upto given number is

Er)

Fo Xd" ,Sum)
}
else

printf ("You entered a negative number.");

q
ij

4

11
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arguments.

The return type of the function
i
is thedata type of the value returned

Bodyof the functionis the set ofstatements which are executed
iinthe

A function is a block of statements that performs a particular task.

The functions which are available in C Standard Library are called

built-in functions.
The functions which are defined by a programmer are called user-

definedfunctions.
Some advantages of using functions are: reusability of code,

separation of tasks, reduction in the complexity of problem, and

readability of code.
Function signature describes the name, inputs and output of the,

!

function.
We can define a function as follows

- peturn_type name (Parameters)
40

Body of the Function
}

by function.
Thenameofthe function should be related to its task.
Parameters are variables of differentdata types, that are used to

receive thevalues passed to the function asinput.”

function tofulfiIthespecifiied task.

Calling a function means to transfer the control
to that particular

function.

During the function call, the values passed to the function are called
|

.

We can‘call a user-defined function from. another user defined

FUNCTIONS
—

function, same aswe call other functionsin main function.
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Q1 Niuitiple Choice Questions
1) Functions could be built-in or

a) admindefined b)serverdefined c)userdefined d)Bothaandc
2) The functions which are available in C Standard Library are called

a) user-defined b)built-in- -—¢) recursive’ | ‘d) repetitive
3) The values passed toafunctionarecalled : _ oe

a) bodies- b) return types ‘c)arrays.
~~ «.d) arguments

4) char cd
{return’a'}.

In this function “char"iIs.
|

a)body — ~b) returntype ¢) array” d) arguments
5). The advantages of usingfunctions are

_ |
|

a) readability in :)) reusability . c) easy debuggingd) all

6) Ifthere are three return: statements in:the functionbody, .
_

of

themwillbeexecuted.
a) one... 2. “by.twook thee72d) firstand last.

TD
Readability

helps to. —
:

the code:: ees ee
a)understand .b)modify. “<¢debug otidjall 7%a oe

8) aa _meansto transferthe
control to

another
function,

el

|

a) calling = ‘b)defining: “orre-writing
|

d) includingQ2 Define the following.» oe —|

|

a) Functions 2) Built-in functions’. 3) Functions Parameters
4) Reusability cae~” 5) Callinga function. oe

Q5 Briefly answer thefollowing questions.
1) What is the

difference between arguments and parameters?
Give an

example.
|

~

2) Enlist the parts ofa function definition. |

3) Is it necessary to use compatible data types in function definition and
function call? Justifyyour answer with an example.:

4) Describe the advantages ofusing functions.

5) What do you know about the return keyword?
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Q4 Identify the errors in the following code segments.
a) void sum (inta, int b)

7

{
returna+b;

}
b) void message ();

{
|

printf (“Hope you are fine :)”);
‘ return 23;

}
c) int max (int a; int b)

{ -
if (a>b)

! returna;
|

. returnb;

:

d). int product (int n1, int n2)
returnni*n2;

1 e) int totalDigits (int.x)

Yo |

int count
for (inti=x;i>=1,i=i/10

| counté++;
peturncount
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Qs.Writedown outputofthefollowing
codesegments. a

=). ‘int xyz (int no cee

= opetubn ngns
int main(): ve JUSTRSE: "5 Se oe Deepen

5 Bereny RS Pr
rine ad

b)
. void abc.(int-a, int b, int c)._-es BESS

} a eS cet oO Re a Sete oo

int xyX (5 )

(f

int sum =-a+

main() et a =a
| 2 : a a

7 : mo . . =
“antXe4s)ye7,zs= 23, sumd == 8; oe Soo a ot a
abe (xX, y, Z);
printf (‘xd %d Xd” x,y ;Ds 7

7

oo } eae ce Ae ae - ~ oat

p= ‘Pp +(P * x);a. me aares

c) int aa (int x)

int p= x/ 10;
X++:

return:-P; . =

intmain):
‘printf (“We got Xd, aa(aa(23))); _

41
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loat f3(int int n2)

ni = nil +n2;
Lo _ n2 = n2 - ni;

ce eee A CREM,#303, 2))Fcee pRintt £3(18,.6));225

return @:

intmain()

a3(“KE
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Exercise 1 wil ivaried?
Write a function

int square(int; to
calculate the squareofaninteger

ge Hap
Exercise 2

Ts

oF
faa

_ Writea function
int power(intx,int to

calculate and return’... hse sesh

‘Exercise 3 | ant
Write a

function to calculate factorial ofanumber.
.. .

Exercise 4
Write a function,which takes Valuesfor‘three angles of ia‘triangle and prints
whether the given valuesmake a valid triangle

o

or not.Avalidtriangle
is theone,

|

where the sumof three
anglesi

is equaltto ‘180.
Exercise 5

| a
Write a functionwhich takes theaamountrine percentageandreturn
the interest

amount.” (OTE Rs

Exercise6.
Writea functionwhichtakes:

a
numberasasinput and

displays its digitswith spaces
in
in between. a Fa aSCo Le :a <4 :

Write:a
functiontoprint

the
table

ofanumber. _
cxercise 7

117
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